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Abstract
Self-adaptive software is a closed-loop system that tries to manage, direct, or regulate its
own behavior dynamically. Such a system aims at providing an automated and systematic
approach to handling the increasing complexity of operation management. Mission-critical
systems (e.g., e-business and telecommunication systems) are usually large, complex, and
distributed. These systems must preserve their Quality of Service (QoS) at runtime under
highly dynamic and non-deterministic conditions; therefore, they are suitable candidates
for being equipped with self-adaptive capabilities. Although significant efforts have been
devoted to modeling, designing, developing and deploying self-adaptive software since a
decade ago, there is still a lack of well-established concrete processes for evaluating such
systems.
This dissertation proposes a systematic evaluation process for mission-critical self-
adaptive software systems. The process is a well-defined testing approach that needs a
post-mortem analysis, takes the quantified QoS requirements as inputs, and comprises
two main phases: i) conducting system-level testing, and ii) evaluating QoS requirements
satisfaction. The process uses Service Level Agreements (SLAs) as quantified QoS re-
quirements, and consequently as the adaptation requirements of mission-critical systems.
Adaptation requirements are specific types of requirements used to engineer self-adaptive
software. Moreover, for the first phase, the dissertation discusses the uniqueness and neces-
sity of conducting system-level load and stress testing on a self-adaptive software system,
for collecting runtime QoS data. In the second phase, the process makes use of utility func-
tions to generate a single value indicating the QoS satisfaction of the evaluated system.
The dissertation mainly focuses on evaluating the performance, availability and reliability
characteristics of QoS.
An open source service-oriented Voice over IP (VoIP) application was selected as a case
study. The VoIP application was transformed into a self-adaptive software system with
various types of adaptation mechanisms. A set of empirical experiments was performed on
the developed self-adaptive VoIP application, and the proposed process was adopted for
evaluating the effectiveness of different adaptation mechanisms. To this end, the disser-
tation defines a sample SLA for the VoIP application, presents a report on the load and
stress testing performed on the self-adaptive VoIP application, and presents a set of utility
functions for evaluation. The experiments illustrate the validity, reliability, flexibility, and
cost of the proposed evaluation process.
In sum, this dissertation introduces a novel evaluation process for mission-critical self-
adaptive software systems, and shows that the proposed process can help researchers to
systematically evaluate their self-adaptive systems.
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Most software applications are implemented as open-loop systems, which need human
oversight to function properly during their operation time [1]. However, with a dramatic
increase in the complexity of software systems in the last two decades, management tasks
for such systems have become more and more costly, time-consuming and error-prone,
especially for large-scale distributed systems. Here are a few facts about nowadays IT
operation management nowadays [2]:
• 30% of IT employment is for system administration.
• According to a study in 2002:
– The labor cost is 3 to 8 times more than equipment costs in IT systems.
– 1/3 to 1/2 of the total budget goes to human resources in IT.
• The IT operation management forecast for 2007-2011 is 18.1 billion dollars.
The main motivation of large blue-chip companies (e.g., IBM) to do research on Self-
Adaptive Software (SAS) comes from the ever-increasing cost of operation management
complexity [3]. SAS is a closed-loop system, which tries to manage, direct, or regulate its
own behavior dynamically. Such a system aims at providing an automated and systematic
way of handling the increasing complexity of operation management [4]. Generally, SAS
consists of two main modules: the Adaptable Software and the Adaptation Manager. These
two modules play the roles of a controlled plant and a controller, respectively. In SAS
research, the major objective is to add runtime variability into software systems so as to
provide and navigate heterogeneous adaptation changes. These adaptation changes can be
categorized into four aspects: self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing, and self-
protection [5].
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Self-adaptivity is mainly suitable for software systems that tend to operate in highly
dynamic, non-deterministic, and complex environments. For mission-critical systems (e.g.,
electronic business and telecommunication systems), preserving their Quality of Service
(QoS) at runtime under different conditions is important, or even vital [6]. Fowler in [7]
defines mission-critical systems as “the ones where a hazard can degrade or prevent the
successful completion of an intended operation”. Moreover, supporting runtime adaptation
is crucial for mission-critical systems, because shutting down and restarting such systems
may incur unaffordable cost and risk [8]. Thus, mission-critical systems are promising
candidates for incorporating self-adaptivity.
1.1 Problem Description
Significant efforts have been devoted to modeling (e.g., [9]), designing (e.g., [10]), and
developing (e.g., [11]) SAS systems for about a decade. Scientists and engineers have
proposed a variety of methodologies towards SAS system development. As surveyed in [12],
several innovative adaptation mechanisms have been invented for controlling the runtime
behavior of SAS systems. Meanwhile, a remarkable amount of new SAS systems have been
implemented for addressing adaptivity in diverse aspects, such as performance, availability,
reliability, and security.
However, there are still many challenges associated with evaluating, comparing, and
benchmarking SAS systems or runtime adaptation mechanisms. Most existing research
efforts have focused on the development process of SAS systems, and very few efforts
have been made towards systematically evaluating these newly emerging systems. The
community is eager to seek proper evaluation techniques or processes for such systems. It
is noted that three main obstacles are associated with this issue:
• Lack of Concrete Evaluation Processes: We lack a well-established concrete
process among researchers for evaluating SAS systems. A few attempts (e.g., [13])
have been made to propose feasible metrics for SAS evaluation. Yet, when discussing
evaluation issues, people in this area sometimes neglect to answer a fundamental but
essential question, “what is the SAS system built for?”. Generally speaking, software
is developed to fulfill its requirements, which address functional or non-functional
concerns. Software systems cannot be properly evaluated without predefined re-
quirements. For addressing the adaptivity concern, each SAS system is built based
on special requirements, called the adaptation requirements [12]. Unfortunately, Re-
quirements Engineering (RE) for SAS is still at an early stage in its development,
and a widely-agreed definition or specification of adaptation requirements is not yet
available [14].
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• Lack of Proper Case Studies: We lack sophisticated and accessible applications
that need runtime adaptation and can adapt at runtime. Engineering SAS is a chal-
lenging issue, and as pointed out in different works (e.g., [15, 12]), one of the obstacles
associated with this issue is the lack of publicly-available and appropriate adaptable
software applications as case studies. Such case studies are essential for evaluat-
ing different adaptation mechanisms, and for validating even the evaluation process
itself. Therefore, we believe that having a well-engineered case study that needs run-
time adaptation and has the capability of being adaptable, is a key requirement for
studying the evaluation process.
• Lack of System-Level Testing Processes: We lack a well-defined process to
conduct system-level testing on SAS systems. To evaluate a real system, its runtime
log data should be obtained and analyzed. For example, if we want to evaluate
system performance, the performance data of the system need to be logged. There
are two ways to retrieve these kinds of runtime data: i) running the system in a real
operational environment, or ii) simulating runtime workloads by system-level testing.
For research projects, the first approach is usually expensive and impractical. In
contrast, system-level testing is cheaper, and more flexible and popular. However,
to the best of our knowledge, system-level testing on SAS systems for an evaluation
purpose, has not yet been explicitly addressed.
These are the three main obstacles in developing an evaluation process for SAS research.
In Computer Science (CS) or Software Engineering (SE) research, people do not believe in
the existence of a silver bullet. We do not aim to provide an ultimate solution for addressing
all existing issues. Instead, this dissertation only focuses on evaluating mission-critical SAS
systems.
1.2 Thesis Contributions
Mission-critical systems have to maintain strict QoS guarantees at runtime [16]. These
guarantees are normally specified in the contract signed by service providers and users,
which is called the Service Level Agreement (SLA). The major contribution of this thesis
is to propose a systematic process for evaluating mission-critical SAS systems. To this end,
the contributions of this thesis for proposing such a process are summarized below:
• Propose a systematic evaluation process for mission-critical SAS systems. The pro-
cess is a testing-based approach that needs post-mortem analysis. It proposes the
use of SLAs as the quantified QoS requirements, and consequently as the adaptation
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requirements of mission-critical SAS systems. Utility functions are applied to gener-
ate a single value indicating the satisfaction of the QoS requirements of the evaluated
SAS system.
• Discuss explicitly the uniqueness and necessity of conducting load and stress tests on
an SAS system for QoS evaluation.
• Survey the case studies previously used in SAS research, and discuss the desired
characteristics of a case study for SAS research. In addition, a service-oriented VoIP
platform is selected as our case study.
• Extract the architecture of the selected VoIP platform, and transforms the platform
into an SAS system. Compared with most case studies implemented by existing
research projects, this SAS system has the following merits: i) it is substantially
larger and more practical, ii) it has a considerably greater number of meaningful
adaptation scenarios with diverse sensors and effectors, and iii) it is flexible and easy
to configure, such that new adaptation mechanisms can be added with minimum
effort.
• Report on a set of empirical experiments that validates the feasibility of the proposed
evaluation process in practical use. The set of experiments adopts the proposed
process to evaluate different adaptation mechanisms on the developed self-adaptive
VoIP platform.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the background concepts and a literature review of research related
to this thesis. It first highlights the basic concepts of SAS systems, such as adaptation
requirements, adaptation manager and adaptable software. Then, the concepts of software
quality, QoS, and software system evaluation are discussed, as well as background knowl-
edge on SLA, and load and stress testing. Finally, related work in evaluating SAS systems
are surveyed.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the proposed evaluation process. This process takes
the quantified QoS requirements as input, and comprises two main phases: conducting load
and stress testing, and evaluating QoS requirements satisfaction. Moreover, each phase of
the process is elaborated in detail.
Chapter 4 describes the case study selected for this research. It first clarifies our ex-
pectation of an adaptable software application for use as a case study for SAS research,
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and surveys other case studies previously used in SAS research. Moreover, it provides
some background knowledge regarding the Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP). Next, we
provide an overview of Mobicents, and assess it as a potential candidate platform for devel-
oping suitable case studies for SAS research. An example VoIP call controller application,
deployed on Mobicents, is presented and selected as the case study. At the end, we discuss
the suitability of our case study for SAS research, and transform the case study into a
self-adaptive VoIP platform.
Chapter 5 reports on the experimental studies conducted for the proposed evaluation
process. We conducted a set of experiments to evaluate the validity, reliability, flexibility
and cost of the evaluation process. In the experiments, the proposed process was adopted
to evaluate three adaptation mechanisms on the developed self-adaptive VoIP platform.
Chapter 6 finishes the thesis by drawing conclusions from the presented research. Fur-
thermore, it highlights the research contributions and outlines some potential future direc-
tions that could be pursued from this research.
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Chapter 2
Background Concepts and Related
Work
This chapter provides the background concepts and a literature review of research related
to the thesis. Section 2.1 presents a few concepts knowledge in the context of Self-Adaptive
Software (SAS). Section 2.2 discusses the definitions and issues regarding software quality
and evaluation. The concepts of Service Level Agreement (SLA) and load testing are
described in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4. At last, Section 2.5 surveys the related work in
evaluating SAS systems.
2.1 Self-Adaptive Software (SAS)
The definition of self-adaptive software, given in a Broad Agency Announcement (BAA)
provided by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), is as follows [17]:
“Self-adaptive software evaluates its own behavior and changes behavior when the evalu-
ation indicates that it is not accomplishing what the software is intended to do, or when
better functionality or performance is possible.”
An SAS system, which is engineered to fulfill its adaptation requirements, embodies a
closed loop and consists of two main components: a controlled plant and a controller. The
reference architecture proposed by IBM in 2003 follows this basic composition and intro-
duces the terms: autonomic manager and managed software [5]. The main rationale behind
this architectural design is the separation of the adaptation logic (autonomic manager) and
application logic (managed software). In some other works (e.g., [12]), autonomic manager
and managed software are also called adaptation manager and adaptable software.
In this thesis, we follow the terminology of adaptable software and adaptation manager
for the controlled plant and controller respectively [12]. These two entities are connected
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through the sensor and effector interfaces provided by the adaptable software, as illustrated
in Figure 2.1.




Sensor and Effector Interfaces
Legacy Software
Figure 2.1: The Reference Architecture of Self-Adaptive Software [12]
This section presents some basic knowledge on self-adaptive software. Specifically, the
concepts of adaptation requirements, adaptable software, and adaptation manager, which
are used in the rest of the thesis, will be defined.
2.1.1 Adaptation Requirements (ARs)
In software engineering, we are dealing with an abstract world known as the Application
Domain (AD). A software system effects its AD by changing some phenomena in this
domain [18]. A phenomenon is any observable occurrence in the world. Such phenomena
are shared between the software system and its AD.
To engineer a software system, a collection of requirements is needed to address various
functional and non-functional characteristics of the desired system. These requirements
describe the effects the system should have on the AD in the form of changes to shared
phenomena. Functional requirements specify the desired changes to those AD phenomena
that are shared with the system through the application’s input and output interfaces.
The system observes a change in the AD ’s phenomena via an input interface, and changes
some shared phenomena via an output interface. In contrast, non-functional requirements
specify changes to phenomena that are either: i) part of the AD, but are not shared
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phenomena and are changed as a side-effect of the application’s behaviour (e.g., Quality
of Service requirements), or ii) part of other domains (e.g., business domain, test domain,
and process domain).
Adaptation Requirements (ARs) are specific types of requirements that are used to
engineer a software system that supports self-adaptive behaviors, so called an SAS system.
Such a system can: (1) recognize the changes in its AD, (2) determine the required changes
to be made to the system based on changes in the AD, and (3) make changes to itself in
order to generate an alternative system behavior [19].
2.1.2 Adaptable Software (AS)
An AS is a legacy software with exposed and required sensors and effectors, which are
specified in the ARs. Thus, we can define an AS as:
Given the ARs, a software system is considered to be an AS if and only if it exposes
the required monitored data via its sensor interfaces, and exposes the required effecting
operations via its effector interfaces.
To engineer the AS for the given ARs, we can either develop a new software application
from scratch, or retrofit a legacy software system to comply with the required specifications
of sensor and effector interfaces. In other words, adaptable software can be built in an
engineering or re-engineering manner [20]. The ARs may change over time; a changed
AR might require additional sensors and effectors, which can be added to the AS by
a set of evolution and maintenance changes. In all cases, if the candidate software for
self-adaptation is maintainable and reusable, it can be retrofitted to an AS more easily.
There are various techniques for realizing sensors and effectors. The most common set
of sensors and effectors in AS is listed in Table 2.1 by Salehie et al. [12].
Sensors
A sensor, in an AS, is a component that measures various runtime metrics of the software
(e.g., response time, throughput). These metrics might be stored into a place that can be
checked periodically by the adaptation manager. Logging is probably the simplest and most
widely-used sensing technique. There are many tools that support filtering, processing, and
analyzing log files (e.g., the Generic Log Adapter and Log Trace Analyzer developed by
IBM [21]).
The sensors of an AS may also be implemented by utilizing various existing models,
protocols, and standards from other areas [12], examples of which are listed in the rows
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Table 2.1: Different Techniques for Realizing Sensors and Effectors [12]
Entity Technique Example
Logging












Simple Network Management Protocol[23] , Web-Based
Enterprise Management[24] , Application Response
Measurement[25], Siena [26]
Profiling JVMTI (JVM Tool Interface) [27]
Management
frameworks
JMX (Java Management eXtension) [28]
Aspect-oriented
programming
BtM (Build to Manage) [29], JRat (Java Run-time Anal-
ysis Toolkit) [30]
Design patterns Wrapper (Adapter), Proxy, Strategy Pattern [31]
Architectural
patterns




Goal-driven self-assembly, self-healing clusters and




Integrated middleware, Middleware interception [34],







Function pointers Callback in CASA [38]
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“Monitoring & events information models” and “Management protocols and standards”
of Table 2.1. In addition, profiling techniques (e.g., Java Virtual Machine Tool Inter-
face [27]) and enterprise management frameworks (e.g., Java Management eXtensions [28])
can facilitate the instrumentation of sensors.
Due to its flexibility, the use of AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming) for sensing has
been extensively studied. In Chan and Chieu’s work [39], they propose to use AOP for
the development of an AS, and claim that AOP’s biggest advantage is that it can be
used even when the application source code is not available. Blair develops a practical
framework where dynamic aspects are used for monitoring [40]. For example, BtM (Build
to Manage) [29] and JRat (Java Runtime Analysis Toolkit) [30] are two monitoring tools
that make use of AOP.
Effectors
An effector, in an AS, is a component that can be used to produce a desired change in
the software. Normally, it is more difficult to instrument effectors than sensors, because
monitoring may at most cause some performance rather than changing any the system’s
functionality. However, effecting will not only cause additional cost, but will also influence
the stability and functionality of the software.
By introducing a specific design pattern(e.g., wrapper, proxy, strategy [31]), developers
can instrument effectors by applying source code transformations. One example is the work
of Landauer et al., which uses wrapper design patterns for developing an SAS system [41].
Furthermore, architectural patterns (e.g., microkernel, reflection, interception [32, 33])
and autonomic patterns (e.g., goal-driven self-assembly, self-healing clusters [15]) are also
widely utilized for this purpose [12].
With respect to the generic reference architecture for SAS systems proposed in [5], the
boundary of an AS with its domain can be narrowed down to a single module, or it can
be extended to cover application containers or middleware. Therefore, we may consider an
AS as an application or service, in conjunction with its constituent layers. This viewpoint
enables us to take advantage of possible effecting facilities provided by the application’s
middleware. Thus, middleware-based effectors are an important set of effecting techniques
as well.
Additionally, many studies have been carried out that use dynamic aspect weaving for
implementing AS ’s effectors. For example, Blair’s framework allows adaptive behavior to
be applied to systems by using a combination of dynamic aspect weaving, parameteriza-
tion, and policies [40]. The framework applies the frame technology and can automatically
generate effecting aspects at runtime. Other than this framework, dynamic aspect weav-
ing was also been designed and/or used in different applications to achieve adaptability,
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such as: J2ME applications [42], J2EE applications [43], conscientious software [44], web
services [45] and OS kernels [46].
Finally, effectors may also be implemented using the meta-object protocol (e.g., TRAP/J
[37]) and the function pointers technique (e.g., CASA [38]) [12].
2.1.3 Adaptation Manager (AM)
An AM is the key component of an SAS system, and is responsible for tracing software
changes and making management decision accordingly. In operation time, an AM takes the
AS ’s runtime data as its inputs, and applies adaptation actions on the AS as its outputs.








Figure 2.2: The MAPE Loop of Self-Adaptive Software (SAS)
• Monitor: An AM should collect and correlate runtime data through sensors pro-
vided by the AS. These data may be collected by periodic polling or by event-driven
monitoring.
• Analyze: An AM should compute different metrics (e.g., performance metrics)
based on the AS ’s collected runtime data, or convert these data into behavioral
patterns. Moreover, it should detect whether an adaptation change is required for
the AS using the computed metrics or patterns.
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• Plan: An AM should decide what adaptation actions need to be applied, and how
to apply these actions in order to better satisfy the predefined service level objectives
(i.e., ARs).
• Execute: An AM should apply the decided adaptation actions dynamically on the
AS. This task can be accomplished by sending adaptation commands through the
effectors provided by the AS.
An AM is built based on a particular adaptation mechanism, which is designed to prop-
erly capture the predefined ARs. The adaptation mechanism realizes the four aforemen-
tioned obligations of the AM [12]. Most existing adaptation mechanisms can be categorized
into three groups:
• Rule-based: The adaptation logic in a rule-based AM (e.g., [48, 49, 50, 51, 52]) is
formulated using condition-action rules (i.e., sets of if-then statements). The devel-
opment of a rule-based AM is straightforward, but requires a deep understanding of
the low-level details of system functions [53].
• Goal-based: At runtime, a goal-based AM (e.g., [54, 55, 56, 57]) makes decisions
in order to achieve high-level goals, which in most cases are pre-defined Quality of
Service (QoS) objectives. Compared to rule-based AMs, this type of AM can be
tuned more easily based on its ARs [57].
• Utility-based: Making use of utility-based mechanisms (e.g., [58, 59, 60]) is an
even higher-level way to reason about adaptation logic compared to the goal-based
approach. A utility-based AM makes use of optimization theory, and computes
realtime utility values on-the-fly, for the purpose of selecting the most beneficial
action at a given time [60].
Goal-based and utility-based AMs are designed based on more advanced techniques and
theories, whereas the rule-based approach is the most widely-used adaptation mechanism
due to its simplicity and efficiency.
2.2 Software Quality and Evaluation
2.2.1 Software Quality
In the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) standard glossary of SE
terminology [61], quality is defined as: “The degree to which a system, component, or pro-
cess meets specified requirements (or user expectations).” Requirements and expectations
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are multidimensional concepts that reflect the diverse interests of the stakeholders. Thus,
software quality comprises various characteristics, each of which can represent one quality
aspect.
Many standards exist for software quality evaluation. ISO 9126 is probably the most
famous standard and it has been widely adapted and applied in industry. It contains
the following six characteristics [62]: functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, main-
tainability, and portability. And as defined in [63], security can be considered as a part
of functionality. Another well-known standard is IBM CUPRIMDA. The users’ satisfac-
tion plays a key role in the market driven quality strategy of IBM, which monitors user
satisfaction in terms of seven characteristics [64]: capability (similar to functionality), us-
ability, performance (similar to efficiency), reliability, installability (contains portability),
maintainability, documentation, and availability.
The contents of these two standards overlap a great deal. In this thesis, we merge
the characteristics of the two standards into a more general standard, which contains nine
characteristics for evaluating software quality. They are: capability, usability, performance,
reliability, portability, maintainability, documentation, availability, and security. Further-
more, Haines advocates categorizing software quality characteristics into three sets [65]:
Functionality, Quality of Service (QoS) and Cost, as shown in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Three Sets of Software Quality Characteristics [65]
Functionality Capability
QoS Usability, Performance, Reliability, Availability, Security
Cost Portability, Maintainability, Documentation
2.2.2 Quality of Service (QoS)
QoS is a well-known concept in the fields of computer networking and telecommunication
networks. Gozdecki et al. state that “the term QoS is used in many meanings ranging from
the users perception of the service to a set of connection parameters necessary to achieve
particular service quality” [66]. Another definition of QoS from CISCO is “QoS refers
to the capability of a network to provide better service to selected network traffic over
various technologies” [67]. In addition, QoS management (or preservation) in network-
ing and distributed systems is widely performed by using policy-based (i.e., rule-based)
mechanisms [68].
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Besides the networking and telecommunication fields, the concept of QoS is also used
in other research areas. In SE, QoS often refers to non-functional requirements, and is
usually linked with five high-level quality characteristics: usability, performance, reliability,
availability, and security [65]. These characteristics are very abstract, and represent the
various aspects of QoS from the highest level viewpoint. To actually evaluate the QoS
of a software system, each of these characteristics needs to be quantified by low-level
metrics. Table 2.3 presents some examples of low-level metrics for each of the high-level
characteristics of QoS.
Table 2.3: Examples of Low-level Metrics for QoS Characteristics
Characteristics Examples of Metrics
Usability Efficiency in use, Learnability, User satisfaction [69, 70]
Performance Response time, Throughput, Resource utilization [71]
Availability Uptime percentage [71]
Reliability Frequency/Severity of failure, Accuracy, Mean time to failure [72]
Security Confidentiality, Data integrity, Non-repudiation [73]
The metrics listed above are only sample reflections of the five QoS characteristics. For
a particular software application, the application domain should be taken into account,
and the low-level metrics should be chosen from the specified domain. In other words,
different systems may need different sets of low-level metrics for evaluating the same QoS
characteristics.
2.2.3 Software System Evaluation
The IEEE defines testing as “the process of analyzing a software item to detect the dif-
ferences between existing and required conditions (that is, to detect bugs) and to evaluate
the features of the software items” [61]. From this definition, we can see that testing can
be considered as one approach for software system evaluation.
In SE, the term evaluation is normally linked with performance, which is an aspect
of quality. The IEEE definition of computer performance evaluation is “an engineering
discipline that measures the performance of computer systems and investigates methods by
which that performance can be improved” [61]. Generally speaking, the goal of evaluating
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a software system is to determine “how good the software system is”, or, in other words,
“what is its quality”.
Thus, by using the definitions of computer performance evaluation and software quality,
software system evaluation can be defined as “an engineering discipline that measures the
degree to which a software system meets specified requirements (or user expectations) and
investigates methods by which that degree can be improved”.
2.2.4 QoS vs. Cost
This thesis focuses on issues regarding software system QoS evaluation, whereas the concept
of cost is as crucial as QoS in reality. More specifically, “improving QoS” is just the first
half of the picture, and the other half is the cost of having this improvement. For example,
when a manager wants to upgrade a system, she or he should have a clear idea about
the cost and profit for this upgrade. It does not make any sense to spend $1 million for
increasing the total net income by $100. In accounting, people name this concept “Return
on Investment” (ROI), where ROI = return profit/investment spent. In engineering, we
call it “Benefit/Cost” or “Cost-Effectiveness”.
Many researchers (e.g., [74, 60, 53]) support this point of view, and state that the
ultimate goal of developing SAS is to maximize the “Benefit/Cost” ratio. In this context,
“benefit” means “improvement of QoS”, and “cost” means how much it takes to replace
the non-adaptive system by a self-adaptive system. Three metrics can be concluded from
the literature for measuring the replacement cost:
• Cost of conversion: The cost of converting a system to be self-adaptive (or related
to portability). This can be measured in monetary units or man/hour.
• Extra overhead: The extra overhead required to run the system in a self-adaptive
manner (or related to maintainability). This can be measured using different perfor-
mance metrics, such as extra latency or extra resource utilization.
• Cost of maintenance: The cost to maintain or modify the self-adaptive system
after installation, for example, by adding a new policy to the existing system (or
related to maintainability). This can be measured in monetary units or man/hour.
To evaluate an SAS system using the “Benefit/Cost” ratio, developers can: i) compute
a value that reflects the users satisfaction in monetary units; ii) use the three cost metrics
above to attain the total cost, and convert it into monetary units; and finally, iii) calculate
the ratio.
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2.3 Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Due to the exponential growth of Internet usage in the past decades, economic globalization
has become an irreversible trend, and mission-critical systems are playing an essential
role in our daily lives. These rising business systems have special requirements for QoS
guarantees [75]. For each class of service, most e-business service providers agree to provide
a certain guaranteed QoS level, which is specified by a formal contract, called an SLA.
2.3.1 SLA Properties
An SLA contains guarantee clauses signed between the service providers of mission-critical
systems (e.g., e-business [76, 77] and telecommunications [78]) and their customers. These
guarantees indicate what services need to be provided to users and how well they should
be provided [79]. In other words, the system behavior both with respect to functionality
and QoS aspects are guaranteed in such agreements.
Mutual service characteristics, such as usage, service level, runtime behaviors and penal-
ties, are captured by SLAs from the perspectives of both service providers and service
consumers [80]. A sample SLA from [81] contains the following three clauses:
• “Service availability should be greater or equal to 99%, weekdays 9a.m.−5p.m.”
• “Service availability should be greater or equal to 95%, at all other times.”
• “Availability metric is measured over each calendar month; penalty for SLA violation:
refund to customer monthly fee.”
An SLA explicitly defines the guaranteed QoS that a service provider should provide
to its user. Some approaches even use the terms “SLA” and “QoS objectives” interchange-
ably [82]. Furthermore, there are three essential properties that an effective SLA should
have [65]:
• Specificity: It must contain specific values for metrics. Fuzzy words like “through-
put is low”, or “error probability is high” should not appear in an SLA. To evaluate
the QoS, we are looking for specific values that can be easily verified. Therefore, as
a contract, an effective SLA should avoid the use of vague words.
• Flexibility: It must allow a measurable degree of flexibility. For example, a website
may normally respond in 2 seconds, but it is almost impossible for a service provider
to guarantee that it will always respond in 2 seconds every time. Thus, a clause
saying “95% of the time the search engine responds in 2 seconds” makes much more
sense.
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• Realism: It must be realistic and reasonably achievable. Both the application busi-
ness owner and the application technical owner should be involved and should play
a key role in defining the SLA. An unrealistic SLA will give you more harm than
benefit.
In one system, the same service may be associated with more than one SLA. This
may be because the service provider may sign distinct contracts with different users to
guarantee various QoS levels. For example, a web company could have three user levels:
bronze, silver and gold. The company may promise that the response time of logging into
its homepage for bronze, silver, and gold users is within 6 sec, 5 sec, and 4 sec, respectively.
In this case, although the company provides only one service, three SLAs will be required
to specify different contracts for ensuring the three QoS levels.
2.3.2 SLA Violation
Mission-critical systems need to preserve their quality attributes at runtime according to
the SLA. Similar to any business contract violations, SLA violations (i.e., failing to meet
the SLA) can cause serious financial consequences and penalties [65, 79]. Depending on
the type of industry, the down-time cost per hour may range from thousands to millions of
dollars. Like in credit card transactions, the average hourly down time cost is estimated to
be 6.5 million dollars [83]. Thus, to maximize a company’s revenue, SLA violations should
be minimized.
There are two main ways to determine whether SLA violations occur [84]: i) “SLA
Evaluation”, which checks SLA violations only once for each accounting period, and ii)
“Detection of SLA violation”, which checks SLA violations more frequently and within
the accounting period. From the perspective of customers, “SLA Evaluation” is good
enough for calculating the total penalty at the end. However, no avoidance actions can
be performed by service providers to minimize violations. In contrast, the “detection of
SLA violations” approach is more proactive and may help to prevent or at least reduce the
penalty.
The impact level (or penalty) for different types of SLA violations may be different.
For instance, the impact of the whole system crashing for 1 hour is always more severe
than a single request’s response time exceeding 1 sec. We need measurement techniques to
determine the seriousness of each violation, because: i) In the “detection of SLA violation”
approach, if two violations occur simultaneously, the administrator should know which
one he/she is of higher priority and needs to fix first, and ii) for the “SLA Evaluation”
approach, it is necessary to know the penalty of each individual SLA violation, in order to
calculate the total penalty incurred. Fortunately, several formulas exist for calculating the
penalty of SLA violations (e.g., [84]).
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2.4 Load and Stress Testing
Load testing is the process of emulating customer behavior at different load levels, and
assessing the system quality under each load level [74]. A load level, corresponding to
the request arrival rate, is the expected system workload described by an operational
profile [85]. In short, load testing is one type of system-level testing, whose goal is to
reveal functional and non-functional problems under various loads.
The execution time for a load test usually ranges from a few hours to several days.
During the testing, one or more load generators send vast amounts (from tens to millions)
of requests simultaneously for mimicking the behavior of customers. Meanwhile, the system
is monitored and a large volume of runtime data is collected for further analysis [6, 85].
Load testing aims at simulating real runtime workloads to evaluate the system. Therefore,
the types of runtime data collected during such tests should be comparable to the ones
generated by real usages of the system. Thus, runtime QoS data regarding performance,
availability, and reliability can be obtained by running load testing.
On the other hand, stress testing assesses the robustness, availability, and error handling
of a system under extreme or unreasonable load levels [86]. It can be viewed as a special
case of load testing, when the load level is set to be extreme.
2.4.1 User Patterns and Workloads
To mimic heterogeneous user activities at different load levels, a load or stress test should
contain several tunable parameters. In [74], Menasce argues that three main important pa-
rameters may be varied during a load test: workload intensity, workload mix, and customer
behavior parameters. Workload intensity, measured in requests/sec, indicates the arrival
rate of user requests. When the value of the workload intensity is extremely abnormal, the
load testing is called stress testing. In addition, diverse user behaviors are characterized by
a workload mix (e.g., the combination of request types) and customer behavior parameters
(e.g., abandonment threshold and think time).
In contrast, Haines suggests to use two, instead of three, parameters to tune a load test.
He groups the workload mix and customer behavior parameters as one parameter called
user patterns, and refers to workload intensity as user loads or workloads [65]. This thesis
supports Haines’ point of view. More specifically, we use workloads and user patterns as
the two tunable parameters for a load test.
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User Patterns Formalization
The most significant feature of a user pattern is its realness: i.e., how it reflects a real
user’s behavior. Many researchers have argued the importance of the realness of the rep-
resentative user pattern:
• “If your load is not balanced and representative of actual end-user behavior, then
you cannot have confidence that you have identified performance bottlenecks [65].”
• “A key concept in load testing is the notion of a virtual user. A virtual user emulates
what a real user does. A load test is only valid if the behavior of virtual users has
characteristics similar to those of actual users [74].”
• “Failure to mimic real user behavior can generate totally inconsistent results [87].”
User patterns may be attained in three ways [87]. For existing applications, either
access log file analysis or end-user monitoring devices may generate helpful information
for formalizing user patterns. For new applications without log files or real users yet,
developers can only predict system usage through use case scenarios. After retrieving the
paths and statistics of customer behaviors, we can use the Customer Behavior Model Graph
(CBMG) to formally represent user patterns for re-generation later. Introduced in [83],
CBMG is an interaction model used for modeling user patterns. It is basically a stochastic
graph where nodes are states and arcs are transitions annotated by a probability value.
Workload Characterization
Another step of load testing is to determine the load levels, by characterizing the system’s
workload levels. Mission-critical systems, which need to handle user requests simultane-
ously, have strong requirements for scalability. Thus, as advocated in many approaches
(e.g., [65, 83]), understanding and characterizing workloads is a crucial step in any QoS
evaluation study of such systems. Workloads reflect the intensity of user access, and are
usually measured as request/sec or session/sec.
To characterize the workload levels of a system, one should at least properly determine
the expected load and the capacity of the system. The expected load is the expected
workload that the system will face at runtime, and can be determined based on the prede-
fined system requirements. On the other hand, the capacity is the maximum workload the
system can accept before it enters the bucklezone, that is, before the system’s saturation
limit is reached and it starts crashing. The capacity of the system can be determined by
gradually increasing the workload until the system resources are saturated.
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2.4.2 Load Generator Configuration
To conduct load or stress testing, a powerful load (traffic) generator must be available. The
selected load generator should be configured based on the formerly defined user patterns
and workloads. Additionally, the load generator should be setup in an appropriate way to
generate traffic. As stated in [83], there are two common approaches for generating traffic
in load generators:
• Trace-based approach: Using traces from actual traffic, and either samples or
replay traces to generate traffic [88].
• Simulation approach: Using mathematical models to represent the characteristics
of the traffic, and then generating requests that follow the models.
We may be able to use both approaches together to produce better results. Section
2.4.1 has emphasized the importance of mimicing real user patterns, so it is better to ap-
ply the trace-based approach to recreate user patterns. However, unlike user patterns that
are predictable, runtime workloads are highly variable and unpredictable. For example,
the Page Views (PV) of a news website might suddenly rise by an order of 1000 in a few
minutes, when some breaking news is announced. Using the trace-based approach may not
always be possible or valid. Therefore, we believe the simulation approach is more suitable
for determining the workload levels. The characteristics of simulated workloads can be
presented by statistical distributions: more specifically, various Probability Density Func-
tions (PDFs), including Lognormal Distribution, Pareto Distribution, and Exponential
Distribution [83].
Some examples of free open source load generators, which support both approaches,
are JMeter [89] and Grinder [90] for J2EE applications, and SIPp [91] for SIP servers.
2.5 Evaluating Self-Adaptive Software
Perhaps one of the earliest attempts at addressing the evaluation issues in Self-Adaptive
Software (SAS) is [13], published in 2004. Several high-level attributes are given for evalu-
ating an SAS, such as QoS, cost, granularity/flexibility, robustness, adaptivity, sensitivity,
and stabilistation. These attributes guide researchers in designing customized low-level
metrics, which can be measured and used for evaluation. However, [13] does not discuss
any actual evaluation techniques for SAS.
In software system evaluation, the three most well-known basic evaluation techniques
are Analytical Modeling, Simulation, and Measurement [71]. A number of considerations
listed in Table 2.4 can help in selecting from these techniques.
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Table 2.4: Criteria for Selecting an Evaluation Technique [71]
Criterion Analytical Modeling Simulation Measurement
Stage Any Any Postprototype
Time required Small Medium Varies
Tools Analysts Computer languages Instrumentation
Accuracy Low Moderate Varies
Trad-off evaluation Easy Moderate Difficult
Cost Small Medium High
Saleability Low Medium High
In SAS research, people propose various evaluation techniques based on the three basic
evaluation techniques.
• Analytical Modeling: In [92], Litoiu proposes a comprehensive performance model,
a workload model, and an analysis engine for SAS. Furthermore, a set of analytical
performance models are presented in [58] by Bennani et al. Utility theory is applied
in these performance models to calculate the utility value based on the response time,
throughput, and probability of rejection metrics derived from SLA.
• Simulation: Using Analytical Modeling can only evaluate system performance. To
evaluate other quality aspects, Simulation or Measurement techniques should be
selected. In the SAS research area, building case studies using simulation tools
(e.g., Mathlab) is not common, and is used in only a few approaches (e.g., [93, 57]).
Simulation is cheap but provides less accurate results.
• Measurement: The Measurement approach is appealing, but has the drawback of
being too costly for academic research [71]. Hence, most approaches in this field
propose to combine the Simulation and Measurement techniques. In other words,
their case studies are real software systems, but workloads are generated by simula-
tion tools. Approaches that use the combination methods mainly focus on evaluating
how one quality aspect (e.g., response time [1, 94]) is improved.
Other than evaluation techniques, only few evaluation processes have been proposed for
determining the effectiveness of a SAS system in maintaining quality attributes. In [95],
Cheng, Garlan, and Schmerl introduce a light-weight self-adaptive news website, Znn.com,
which is a web-based client-server system with added self-adaptive capabilities. The system
can self-configure its server pool size and content mode, in order to achieve better utility
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value based on different quality objectives. Although the work proposes an evaluation
process, their case study is simple. Moreover, their process may not be comprehensive and
general enough for evaluating other systems.
To the best of our knowledge, there is still no agreed-upon concrete process for eval-
uating SAS systems. To propose such an evaluation process, three main issues need to
be addressed: i) what are the SAS system requirements that can be used for evaluation?
ii) how should system-level testing be conducted on SAS systems to collect runtime data?
and iii) how should data analysis be performed for evaluating SAS systems? In the rest
of this section, we will summarize how the first and third questions are addressed in the
literature. For the second question, we could not find any related work, so we have tried
to address this issue in our proposed evaluation process in the next chapter.
2.5.1 Adaptation Requirements for Evaluation
In Section 2.2.3, we defined software system evaluation as “an engineering discipline that
measures the degree to which a software system meets specified requirements (or user ex-
pectations) and investigates methods by which that degree can be improved”. Thus, the
first obstacle for defining an evaluation process for SAS is determining what its system
requirements are. Moreover, in Section 2.1.1, Adaptation Requirements (ARs) are defined
as the specific types of requirements that are used to engineer a software system that sup-
ports self-adaptive behaviors. Therefore, to evaluate an SAS system, we need to measure
the degree to which the system meets its ARs.
Unfortunately, Requirements Engineering (RE) for SAS is still in the early stages of its
development, so a widely-agreed definition or specification of adaptation requirements does
not yet exist [14]. However, many researchers propose to use some existing requirements
documents as the source for ARs. To this end, such requirements documents need to have
quantified clauses, so that they can be properly evaluated. Service Level Agreement (SLA)
is one type of requirement document that is widely used as the main source for specifying
ARs [96]. SAS systems built for better satisfying their SLAs are called SLA-driven SAS
systems. For example, Bobroff et al. propose an algorithm for the dynamic placement of
a virtual machine for managing SLA violations [97]. In addition, Gambi et al. develop a
self-adaptive virtualized data center to protect its SLA.
2.5.2 Trade-Off Analysis for Self-Adaptive Software
In an SAS system, runtime data cannot be easily analyzed for evaluating the system,
because a trade-off analysis often needs to be performed between several potentially con-
flicting goals [14]. For example, there are tradeoffs between QoS metrics (e.g., response
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time vs. availability, response time vs. security) [98]. If one goal of an SAS system is
to improve some QoS elements (e.g., reducing response time), the system may need to
sacrifice another goal (e.g., increasing availability). Due to potentially conflicting metrics,
managing or evaluating the total QoS satisfaction of a system is often not a straightforward
task [99]. Instead of separately evaluating each metric, the QoS of an SAS system needs
to be considered as a whole, by using utility functions.
From artificial intelligence [100] to economics [101], utility functions are widely recog-
nized as a form of preference specification. A utility function is an objective function with
several attributes, and can compute a utility value that may be expressed in any suitable
unit (e.g., monetary units) [53]. Many studies have discussed how to use utility values to
reflect Service Level Agreement (SLA) satisfaction (e.g., [102, 103, 81, 104]). Yet, none of
these studies are in the SAS research area, nor do they use the utility values for evaluation.
In the field of SAS, utility functions allow stakeholders to map multiple (possibly con-
flicting) runtime metrics into a real scalar value, by which the software system can be
evaluated [60]. The responsibility of the adaptation manager is to optimize this utility
[99]. For instance, Walsh et al. in [53] state that, “Given a utility function, the system or
component must use an appropriate optimization technique in conjunction with a system
model to determine the most valuable feasible state and the means for achieving it. Typi-
cally, these means may include tuning system parameters or reallocating resources.” Thus,
utility theory has been used in many projects for managing (e.g., [105, 53]) or evaluating
(e.g., [95, 106]).
2.6 Summary
This chapter has presented different background concepts and related work for the subject
of this thesis. First, we described the SAS system, its relationship with adaptation require-
ments, and its two main components. Then, Section 2.2 defined the terms software quality,
QoS and software system evaluation in this context. Furthermore, we overviewed some con-
cepts regarding the SLA, and load and stress testing processes. Finally, the literature of
SAS evaluation has been surveyed.
To the best of our knowledge, an agreed-upon concrete evaluation process for SAS
systems still does not exist. In Chapter 3, we will propose an approach for mission-critical
SAS evaluation. More specifically, an systematic process will be presented for evaluating




In Chapter 2, we stated that to evaluate a Self-Adaptive Software (SAS) system, the degree
to which the system meets its ARs needs to be measured. Mission-critical systems have
to maintain very stringent QoS requirements at runtime. In most mission-critical SAS
systems, adaptivity is added for better satisfying the predefined QoS guarantees between
service providers and users. Thus, QoS requirements are the main source for specifying the
ARs of mission-critical SAS systems. As a result, we argue that the evaluation process of
a mission-critical SAS system is a systematic approach for measuring the degree to which
the system meets its QoS requirements.
The main contribution of this thesis is to propose a systematic process for evaluating
mission-critical SAS systems. The process is a testing-based approach that needs a post-
mortem analysis.
3.1 Overview of the Evaluation Process
Figure 3.1 depicts an overview of the proposed evaluation process, and the sub-steps for
each main phase.
At first, the process requires the quantified QoS requirements of the evaluated system
to be provided as inputs. To measure the degree to which the system meets its QoS
requirements, these requirements should be first quantified. For example, assuming one
requirement is that “the response time shall be low”, it would be difficult to determine how
well this requirement is satisfied, due to the unquantifiable adjective “low”. Moreover, as
Figure 3.1 shows, the quantified QoS requirements will be used as inputs in the later two
phases.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the Proposed Evaluation Process
After providing the quantified QoS requirements as inputs, the first phase of the process
is to conduct system-level testing against the evaluated system. Only having the QoS
requirements is not sufficient for evaluating the system. We also need to know how well
the system operates against the requirements at runtime, by obtaining the runtime QoS
data. To collect the data, we can either let real customers use the system, or conduct
system-level testing to simulate user traffic. The latter method is definitely cheaper and
more practical for most research-based projects. This process selects load and stress testing
as the system-level testing techniques. To this end, user patterns and workloads should be
formalized and characterized.
User patterns can be represented as the Customer Behavior Model Graph (CBMG) [83].
On the other hand, the workload levels should be determined based on the quantified QoS
requirements. Finally, the load (traffic) generator will be configured and run in order to
collect the runtime QoS data.
In the second phase, a set of utility functions should be selected and configured accord-
ing to the quantified QoS requirements. These utility functions are used to compute the
degree to which the system meets its QoS requirements. In other words, a utility value,
which indicates the satisfaction level of the QoS requirements, will be calculated based on
the quantified QoS requirements and the runtime QoS data. This utility value is the final
evaluation result for the system.
The rest of this chapter will be dedicated to elaborating each phase of the evaluation
process. Section 3.2 will discuss the suitability of using SLAs as the quantified QoS require-
ments. Section 3.3 will present a systematic process for conducting system-level load and
stress testing against SAS systems. Finally, the process of evaluating QoS requirements
satisfaction by using utility functions will be illustrated in Section 3.4.
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3.2 Quantified QoS Requirements as Inputs
To engineer a mission-critical SAS system, QoS requirements should be specified for ad-
dressing various QoS characteristics of the desired system. Not only do these QoS re-
quirements need to be explicitly defined, but they also have to be quantified. A collection
of quantified QoS requirements is crucial for determining the degree to which the system
satisfies these requirements (i.e., for evaluating the system). In practice, most enterprise
mission-critical systems would quantify their QoS requirements, and represent them as
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [65].
SLAs, as formally-defined contracts, are strong requirements indicating the expectation
of clients and the guarantee of providers with regards to QoS [65]. Usually, the application
business owner (or the application product manager) is responsible for analyzing business
use cases and client requirements in order to generate SLAs. Hence, theoretically, we can
infer that customer needs will be satisfied if the SLAs are satisfied. Technically, because
SLAs are the legal contracts between two parties, the service provider has no responsibility
to pay any penalty if no SLA violation occurs. That is, as long as the SLA is satisfied, one
can be confident of the system’s QoS from both the user and finance points of view.
In [65], Haines claims that “You need a formally-defined SLA to accurately assess if
a request is performing as expected. Without a formally defined SLA, your assessment
is essentially a stab in the dark – the best you can do is assume that because a service
request is taking a long time to run that it is problematic, without knowing how the request
is supposed to respond.” In conclusion, the SLA is essential for evaluating an enterprise
mission-critical system. The QoS of the system can be evaluated, by checking how well it
satisfies the SLA (i.e., how well the penalty of SLA violations is minimized).
In addition, the invention of SLA formal descriptive languages facilitates the evaluation
process based on the SLA. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the quantified QoS requirements
need to be used throughout the rest of the evaluation process, specifically, for character-
izing workloads and for configuring utility functions. Several formal languages have been
developed for specifying SLAs, with the goal of expressing the content of SLAs in a proper
and analyzable formalism [107]. For example, SLang proposed by Lanmanna et al. in [77]
is one of the most famous XML-based SLA languages. Another example is an XML-based
SLA language developed by Ludwig et al. from IBM [108]. Briefly, by specifying an SLA
in a formal language, its content can be more easily parsed and used in various formulas
(or utility functions) in order to automatically calculate the penalty of SLA violations.
Although using SLAs as ARs to develop mission-critical SAS systems is common and
promising, certain mission-critical systems may not have SLAs. For those systems, other
forms of quantified QoS requirements must be available. In that case, such alternate
quantified QoS requirements could take the place of SLAs, and be used in our evaluation
process.
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3.3 Conducting System-Level Testing: the First Phase
Based on the five defined characteristics (usability, performance, availability, reliability, and
security) of QoS, five types of runtime QoS data should be collected for fully evaluating
the QoS of a system. Real runtime QoS data may be directly retrieved by letting real
customers use the system for a period of time. This is, however, costly and not feasible in
many situations. In most cases, system-level testing is conducted to collect these runtime
data.
There are various types of system-level testing that can evaluate different QoS require-
ments, such as usability testing and security testing [109, 110, 111]. Security and usability
are case-specific (or system-specific) attributes. For example, it is difficult to objectively
argue if a system has a higher usability than another one. Due to their uniqueness, secu-
rity testing and usability testing are out of the scope of this dissertation. Our proposed
evaluation process only focuses on the QoS data related to performance, availability, and
reliability.
Load and stress testing are two popular types of system-level testing. Supporting the
concurrent access of hundreds or thousands of users is a common requirement for large-
scale mission-critical systems [6]. Thus, load and stress testing should be conducted to
ensure the scalability of these systems. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.4.1, the three
types of runtime QoS data (performance, availability, and reliability) can be collected by
conducting load and stress testing.
3.3.1 Formalizing User Patterns and Characterizing Workloads
To conduct a load or stress test, two tunable parameters need to be determined: user
patterns and workloads. Formalizing user patterns for mission-critical SAS systems is the
same as the formalization procedure mentioned in Section 2.4.1. Thus, we will not discuss
the procedure again here.
In contrast, workloads need to be elaborately characterized for conducting load testing
against mission-critical SAS systems. As the workload increases, there are three check-
points which should be given extra attention:
• Expected Load Point (ELP): This is the expected workload level for the system.
• SLA Violation Point (SVP): Starting from this point, the system will exceed its
SLA. That is, the SLA must be violated if the workload is over the SVP.
• Saturation Point (SAP): After this point, the system will enter the so-called
bucklezone, where the system’s saturation limit is reached. This will result in an
increase in response time, a decrease in throughput, and resource saturation.
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The ELP checkpoint may be predicted or measured by the administrator based on past
experiences. In addition, the SVP and SAP checkpoints are often obtained via graduated
load testing. More precisely, we can first configure the workload to climb to the ELP, and
gradually increase the workload until the SLA is violated or the resources are saturated.
The SAP is also regarded as the capacity of the system.
The SVP and SAP of non-adaptive systems are different from those of SAS systems.
Usually, SAS systems have better scalability, so their SVP and SAP are higher than those
of non-adaptive systems. In this thesis, we use the terms SVP and SAP to refer to the
















































Figure 3.2: A Loaded Mission-Critical System follows this Typical Pattern [65]
To evaluate the QoS of a mission-critical SAS system, we argue that experiments should
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be conducted under at least four workload levels: light, medium, heavy and extreme. The
levels reflect the capacity of the non-adaptive system (i.e., the legacy system). In addition,
load testing with extreme workload levels can also be viewed as stress testing:
• Light Workload: This workload is below the expected load point (ELP). The aim
of evaluating the system under the light workload is to show that compared to a
non-adaptive system, the SAS system will not cause dramatic overheads. When
the workload is light, both non-adaptive and self-adaptive systems should be able to
handle requests within the guaranteed QoS, without using any adaptation actions. In
this case, the QoS difference of these systems can be explained as the extra runtime
overhead for adding autonomy capability into the legacy system (e.g., monitoring
overhead, and adaptation manager overhead).
• Medium Workload: This workload is between the expected load point (ELP) and
the SLA violation point (SVP). Since the SVP has not been reached yet, the non-
adaptive system should still work properly without violating the SLA. The test results
of this workload can be used to determine whether the SAS system will generate too
many false positives. In other words, the workload aims to test if the SAS system will
wrongly decide to execute adaptation actions, even though no adaptation is needed.
• Heavy Workload: This workload is between the SLA violation point (SVP) and
the saturation point (SAP). Hence, it will not crash the non-adaptive system but
definitely decrease its performance. More precisely, the workload does not reach
the saturation point, but violate the SLA. When the response time is high and the
throughput is low, the system should decrease its service levels in order to increase
its capacity. After the capacity is increased, the response time and throughput will
remain normal. In short, the objective of this workload is to show that the SAS
system can improve its QoS in contrast to the non-adaptive system.
• Extreme Workload: This workload is over the saturation point (SAP) and in
the buckle zone. The non-adaptive system will crash under this workload while the
SAS system should survive. Protecting the system from crashing under extreme
abnormal conditions is one of the most remarkable advantages of adaptive systems.
Famous examples are several major news websites that crashed on 9/11. By using
service-level degrading, like what CNN (Cable News Network) preformed manually,
such websites could have survived on that day and the week after [1]. This kind of
abnormal situation can also be caused by malicious intruders through a “flooding
attack”. Therefore, the SAS system should be more robust than the non-adaptive
system under extreme workload.
After user patterns are formalized and work loads are characterized, these two types of
parameters can be used to configure the load generator.
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3.3.2 Running the Load Generator
Finally, the configured load generator can be run for emulating user traffic against the SAS
system, during which runtime QoS data will be collected for evaluating the system.
In conclusion, to conduct load or stress testing for evaluating the SAS system, our
proposed process includes the following general steps:
• Formalizing User Patterns: The three formalization methods are: i) access log file
analysis, ii) using end-user monitoring devices and iii) using reasonable predictions.
• Storing User Patterns: The formalized user patterns need to be stored in some
data format for future re-generation. This can be accomplished by formally repre-
senting the user patterns information in CBMG or other formats.
• Determining Three Checkpoints: The three checkpoints (expected load point,
SLA violation point, and saturation point) of the system need to be determined via
graduated load testing.
• Characterizing Workloads: The four workloads (light, medium, heavy, and ex-
treme) of the system need to be characterized based on the three checkpoints. Each
of these workloads is designed to evaluate one aspect of the system.
• Configuring the Load Generator: The load generator needs to be configured
based on the CBMG, appropriate probability density functions, and the characterized
workloads. Then, the load generator needs to be run.
• Recording Results: The results of load or stress testing (i.e., the runtime QoS
data) need to be recorded.
The recorded runtime QoS data will be used for evaluating how the system meets its
QoS requirements. In other words, the QoS requirements and the runtime QoS data will
be passed as inputs for computing the utility value in the next section.
3.4 Evaluating QoS Requirements Satisfaction: the
Second Phase
As mentioned before, mission-critical systems must satisfy strong QoS requirements, which
in most cases are SLAs. However, it is not easy to determine whether the SLA satisfaction
is improved; that is, whether the SLA violations are minimized. For example, assume that
there are two systems: a non-adaptive system A, and an SAS system B. The SLA includes
the following requirements:
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1. The average response time (RT) should be less than 6 sec
2. The average down time (DT) should be less than 1%
Assume that the runtime QoS data obtained for A are: average RT is 7 sec, and average
DT is 0.5%; and those obtained for B are: average RT is 5 sec, and average DT is 2%. It
is not straight-forward to determine which data satisfies the SLA better.
SAS systems are typically designed for managing and satisfying potentially conflicting
goals. In this example, the actions of reducing RT and reducing DT may conflict with each
other. The importance of utility functions in evaluating SAS systems has been mentioned
in Section 2.5. In our proposed approach, utility functions are needed to fuse the obtained
runtime QoS data into a single utility value, which the SLA satisfaction evaluation can be
based on.
There are three main ways of creating QoS utility functions: i) by administration
experts, ii) deriving them from a formal contract (SLA), or even iii) deriving them from
another utility function [53]. A QoS utility function usually consists of two elements.
The guaranteed values of QoS elements in the SLA will appear in the utility functions as
constant values. And the values of runtime QoS data will be taken as input parameters.
These utility functions, therefore, disclose the differential rates between guaranteed values
and the obtained values.
Our evaluation process adopts the utility functions proposed by Menasce et al. in
[99, 59, 60]. They claim that an SAS system should contain n + 1 utility functions, where
the n functions correspond to n QoS elements guaranteed by the SLA. The last function
is used to aggregate the n utility values in order to produce one global utility value, which
reflects the total QoS satisfaction of the system. However, Menasce et al. have only
applied their utility functions for implementing utility-based adaptation managers. In this
thesis, we make use of these utility functions in the evaluation process rather than in the
adaptation managers development process.
3.4.1 Configuring Utility Functions
For a specified SAS system, each of the utility functions should be configured based on the
system’s quantified QoS requirements (i.e., SLA). The four utility functions used in our
evaluation process will be presented in this subsection. They are adopted from [60] and are
configurable for different SLAs. Each of the first three utility functions is for calculating
the utility value of one QoS element specified in the SLAs. The last one is for aggregating
all calculated utility values in order to compute one single global utility value.
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Utility Function for Response Time




where rt is the actual response time obtained at runtime, and βRT is the response time
guaranteed by the SLA. In addition, KRT = 100(1 + e
βRT )/eβRT is a scaling factor that
makes URT (0) = 100. Figure 3.3 shows an example of URT (rt) when βRT = 4 sec, 2 sec,
and 1 sec.
Figure 3.3: Utility vs. Response Time [60]
Utility Function for Throughput
The second utility function, UX(x), is for determining the throughput utility value:




where x is the actual throughput obtained at runtime, and βX is the throughput guaran-
teed by the SLA. Similar to KR, KX = 100(1 + e
βX )/eβX is a scaling factor that makes
limx→∞UX(x) = 100. Figure 3.4 shows an example of UX(x) when βX = 4 tps, 2 tps, and
1 tps (tps = Transactions Per Second).
Figure 3.4: Utility vs. Throughput [60]
Utility Function for Error Probability (Error Rate)






where ep is the actual error rate obtained at runtime, and βEP is the error rate guaranteed
by the SLA. The maximum utility value computed by UEP (ep) is 100, when ep = 0.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of UEP (ep) when β(ep) = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2.
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Figure 3.5: Utility vs. the Error Probability [60]
Utility Function for Global QoS
The last utility function is for determining the global utility value:
GlobalUtilityV alue = w1 ∗ u1 + w2 ∗ u2 + ...+ wn ∗ un
where ui is the utility value returned by the utility function Ui, which represents the
satisfaction of the ith QoS element guaranteed by the SLA; and wi is the weight for ui, the
magnitude of which reflects the importance of the ith QoS element in the SLA.
Other Utility Functions
Although only four utility functions are shown in this section, many other QoS utility func-
tions can be easily derived from these four. For example, any percentage-based probability
metric (e.g., availability) may directly use the formula of UEP (ep), or a slight modified
version of UEP (ep). Moreover, in many cases, utility functions are simply linear functions,
like the utility function for the global QoS.
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3.4.2 Calculating the Utility Value
After configuring all of the utility functions based on the quantified QoS requirements (i.e.,
SLAs), the recorded runtime QoS data from the first phase can be used as the inputs for
the functions. Finally, a single global utility value is computed, which indicates the degree
to which the system meets its QoS requirements. The global utility value is the final result
of the proposed evaluation process.
Currently, this evaluation process is only suitable for mission-critical SAS systems.
This is because, for evaluating other types of SAS systems (e.g., safety-critical), QoS
requirements may not be the only source for specifying adaptation requirements. We may
need to use other functional or non-functional requirements as inputs to the evaluation
process. In addition, other types of system-level testing techniques may be involved, and
more utility functions may need to be devised.
3.5 Summary
This chapter presents the proposed evaluation process for mission-critical SAS systems.
The process takes the QoS requirements of the evaluated system as inputs, and consists of
two main phases. First, load and stress testing is conducted against the system to collect
the runtime QoS data. Second, the quantified QoS requirements and runtime QoS data
are input to the utility functions, and one single utility value is computed. Finally, this
utility value is used to evaluate the mission-critical SAS system.
In Chapter 4, an overview of a VoIP platform, Mobicents, will be presented. We select
Mobicents as the case study for examining the proposed evaluation process. Furthermore,
Mobicents will be transformed to become a self-adaptive VoIP platform that can dynami-




Selecting an appropriate case study for Self-Adaptive Software (SAS) research is important.
Such an application is essential for evaluating different adaptation mechanisms, and for
validating the evaluation process. One main contribution of this thesis is presenting a
service-oriented Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) platform as the case study, extracting
its architecture, and transforming it into an SAS system.
This chapter first proposes the desired characteristics of a case study for SAS research,
and surveys different existing case studies in this area. And, it provides some background
concepts regarding VoIP. Next, we present an overview of Mobicents, and analyze it as a
potential candidate platform for developing suitable case studies. Moreover, an example
VoIP application, deployed on Mobicents, is presented as the case study. Finally, we will
discuss the suitability of our case study for SAS research, and will transform it to become
a self-adaptive VoIP platform.
4.1 Case Studies for SAS Research
The authors of [95] proposed a valuable list of properties for Adaptable Software (AS) as
benchmarks. Besides benchmarking, AS for SAS research may be used for other purposes.
Research on the engineering process, and cost and effort estimation for SAS systems are
examples for other important applications of AS as case studies. Thus, we need a set of
general characteristics for multi-purpose case studies. With respect to [95] and the stated
background concepts of SAS, we can list the major characteristics of an appropriate case
study as:
• Having a meaningful AD for SAS: As with any technology, self-adaptivity should
not be treated as a silver bullet to boost the quality and performance of software sys-
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tems. Adaptation is mainly suitable for software systems that tend to operate in
highly dynamic, non-deterministic, and complex environments. Without a meaning-
ful AD, it would be difficult to define proper ARs for the case study.
• Facilitating sensing and effecting capabilities: As we defined in Section 2.1.2,
an AS should be able to expose the required sensors and effectors, specified by the
given ARs, to AM through sensor and effector interfaces.
• Being accessible: To retrofit a current software system into an AS, we usually
change the application’s resources. Design documents, source code, or even binaries
might be needed for applying necessary changes to candidate case studies.
• Being well-supported: Having good support means that there are professional
teams for maintaining and updating the application, as well as its design documents.
This ensures that we will stay updated on new application changes, and that we will
focus our time on incorporating adaptability, but not on fixing application bugs.
The rest of this section will exhibit some case studies used in current SAS academic
research, and try to analyze their advantages and disadvantages based on the above char-
acteristics.
4.1.1 SAS Case Studies: State of the Art
In early SAS system research, the importance of the Adaptable Software (AS) was not
well-understood. Most research efforts only focused on the Adaptation Manager (AM),
and the AS was treated as a side artifact, or even neglected altogether. Researchers would
normally choose simple stand-alone programs to demonstrate their ideas. For example, [8]
written by Oreizy et al. is one of the foundation papers for architecture-based runtime
adaptation. The concepts and the ArchStudio tool suite proposed in the paper are very
novel, but their case study, a Cargo Routing System, is just a simple logistics system.
However, the AM requires a plant to evaluate its functionality and effectiveness. There-
fore, the community started to pay attention to benchmarking autonomic capabilities.
Existing benchmarks for system performance are considered as potential candidates, and
researchers have tried to renovate these classic benchmarks into AS. TPC-W defined by
the Transaction Processing Performance Council (TPC) is perhaps the most widely known
benchmark [15]. TPC-W, which implements a bookstore application in Java EE, is a typ-
ical web e-Commerce environment, designed for the performance evaluation of application
servers [112]. Salehie et al. re-engineered TPC-W into an AS, with several sensors (e.g.,
response time) and effectors (e.g., changes to its search engine algorithms) [113, 1, 94].
They instrumented the sensors and effectors using Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP).
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Another famous benchmark for application servers is SPECjAppServer, defined by the
Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) and used by [114] to implement a
self-healing autonomic system. These benchmarks are mature open source projects, which
are accessible and well supported. However, the main challenge in using them as AS is that
they are not originally designed for self-adaptive software research. That is, these bench-
marks are short of available sensors and effectors, as well as diverse adaptation scenarios.
Hence, the effort of re-engineering them to be adaptable is great.
Other than transforming existing legacy applications, researchers have also tried to
develop new AS from scratch. Cheng, Garlan, and Schmerl introduced a self-adaptive
news website, Znn.com, in [95] to the community. Znn.com is a web-based client-server
system, with added self-adaptive capabilities using the Rainbow framework. The system
self-configures its server pool size and content mode to achieve the quality objectives. The
design of Znn.com is concise, and is helpful for evaluating different adaptation mechanisms.
More importantly, the whole project is made available online with detailed documentation.
In our opinion, Znn.com seems to be easy to use and has all the defined characteristics to be
a good case study. Nevertheless, Znn.com does not perform coarse-grained changes, such
as component-level adaptations. In addition, it is not as complex as Mobicents applications
in providing various adaptation scenarios. Thus, Mobicents applications might be more
suitable for evaluating adaptation mechanisms, which require diverse sensors and effectors.
Nowadays, as more and more companies sing from the SOA songbook, building service-
oriented adaptable software systems is becoming a trend. For example, authors of [115]
demonstrate their adaptation mechanisms on a resilient service-based operating environ-
ment, ServiceEcosystem, which provides components for on-line monitoring and migration.
The second example, called Virtual Tour Guide (VTG), is proposed by Lorenzoli et al.
in [116] to validate their self-adaptive approaches. Heterogeneous remote services (such as
web services, grid services, or remote components) are integrated by VTG, to provide audio
and video media-contents about a user-requested cultural tour. Besides VTG, Lorenzoli
and other colleagues have also implemented another self-adaptive SOA-based system, Per-
sonal Mobility Manager, as the case study in [117]. These three examples are lightweight
applications with limited sensors and effectors. Furthermore, there is no obvious evidence
showing that they are publicly available.
In conclusion, most case studies used in current research projects may have one or more
of the following disadvantages: i) need great customization efforts, ii) are relatively small
and impractical, or iii) lack accessability and support.
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4.2 Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (VoIP) Platforms
VoIP, including a set of transmission technologies, allows people to use the Internet for
voice communication [118]. Two famous open VoIP technologies are the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP) and the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP). As a text-based signaling
protocol, SIP is widely applied in the creation, modification, and termination of multime-
dia communication sessions, such as voice, video, online games, and other services [119].
Furthermore, as stated in [120], “RTP provides end-to-end network transport functions
suitable for applications transmitting real-time data, such as audio, video”.
In contrast to the original telephones (Hardphones) that use the Public Switched Tele-
phone Network (PSTN), VoIP-based phones (Softphones), which can initiate and receive
voice and video communications over the Internet, are end-user-based clients that provide
telephony services. As an infrastructure on which different services are deployed, a VoIP
platform is the telephony service provider for VoIP-based phones.
4.3 Mobicents Platform
Mobicents is owned by Red Hat, and is the world’s only open source communication plat-
form certified for JSLEE (JAIN Service Logic Execution Environment) 1.0 compliance.
JAIN stands for Java APIs for intelligent networks, and is developed by SUN Microsys-
tems [121]. Mobicents is an event-driven platform, which facilitates the creation, deploy-











Figure 4.1: Top-level View of Mobicents [122]
As shown in Figure 4.1, the Mobicents project contains four main subprojects [122]:
Mobicents JSLEE, SIP Servlets Server, Media Server, and Presence Server. Furthermore,
Mobicents runs on top of the JBoss [123] application server [124], and uses four JBoss
components: JMX Microkernel (for management), JNDI (for service registration), JTA
(for transaction management), and TreeCache (for high availability state replication) [125].
Among the four subprojects, Mobicents JSLEE is the most suitable for adding autonomic
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features. There are two main reasons: First, Mobicents JSLEE is the core of Mobicents and
includes most of the business logic of Mobicents. Second, Mobicents JSLEE is designed with
a loose-coupling architecture, and is built with adaptability. In section 4.3.1, Mobicents
JSLEE will be discussed in detail.
4.3.1 Mobicents JSLEE
At the heart of Mobicents is its high-quality implementation of the JSLEE specifica-
tion [126, 127]. Similar to Java EE, JSLEE is a component-based application execution
framework. Nevertheless, JSLEE was not created to replace or even compete with Java EE.
More precisely, event-driven applications (e.g., communication applications) have strict re-
quirements for performance and availability, and such requirements are not covered by Java
EE. JSLEE addresses these requirements thereby complementing the Java EE platform.
That is, it aims at providing a high throughput and low latency execution environment
for asynchronous event-driven applications. Therefore, JSLEE and Java EE can coexist





























































Figure 4.2: The Architecture of Mobicents JSLEE
The architecture of Mobicents JSLEE is presented in Figure 4.2. This architecture has
been extracted based on design documents and source code [121, 122, 125, 127, 128]. As
Figure 4.2 shows, Mobicents JSLEE runs on top of the JBoss application server, consists
of five subsystems, and interacts with two external resources:
• Component Model (CM) is the container for services, each of which is bundled as
a “.jar” file, and consists of one or more Service Building Blocks (SBBs). SBBs, which
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are similar to EJBs (Enterprise JavaBeans), implement the business logic of the service
and can naturally be integrated with Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) end points.
Each SBB can accept certain event types, and has event-handler methods for processing
events. In short, SBBs are event processing units that can collaborate with each other
to provide various services.
• Resource Adaptors (RAs) are used to handle the low-level protocols (e.g., Internet
protocols) for the high-level business logic (i.e., services). RAs can: i) receive incoming
events emitted by Event Sources, ii) convert them into semantically equivalent Java
events that the services can “understand”, and iii) fire the events to the appropriate
SBBs. In other words, RAs are bridges between SBBs and event sources.
• Management Interface enables external applications to manage SBBs and RAs via
Java Management eXtension (JMX) [28]. As a management framework included in
JDK, JMX technology is widely used in Java environments for managing and monitoring
resources (e.g., devices and applications). In JMX, each resource is instrumented by
one Java object called MBean (Managed Bean), which includes application code for
managing and monitoring the resource. External applications can access MBeans via
the JMX MBean server.
• Event Router redirects the typed events generated by the RAs to the SBBs, similar
to a switch station.
• Facilities contain a number of utility methods used by the SBBs and RAs, such as
Trace, Alarm, Timer, and Profile.
• External Event Sources can be any software or hardware that can emit events. The
types of events (e.g., telephony events) that a system can accept reflects the application
domain (e.g., telecommunications) that the system belongs to.
• External Management Software is an external component (e.g., adaptation man-
ager) that connects to the Management Interface for monitoring and changing applica-
tions deployed on Mobicents JSLEE.
The collaboration among the RAs, Event Router, and SBBs is as follows: i) an RA
receives an event from an external resource, ii) the RA reacts to the incoming event and
produces a typed event to feed Event Router, iii) Event Router delivers the event to one
SBB, which accepts this type of event, and iv) after the SBB finishes processing the event,
it returns a response to the external resource via the RA. In short, SBBs can be thought
of as event sinks that consume the typed events thrown from Event Router.
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4.3.2 The Adaptivity of JSLEE Applications
A JSLEE application is a collection of services, each of which consists of several SBBs.
Mobicents JSLEE has a low coupling and high cohesion architecture, which integrates
with JMX and acts as a platform for service-oriented applications. More specifically,
JMX provides a management interface, and SOA facilitates the dynamic composition of
loosely coupled modules. These modules normally have well-defined contracts, and are
configurable in supporting containers. These features provide flexibility in the composition,
orchestration, and choreography of modules, which can reduce the additional cost of adding
sensors and effectors. Thus, the Mobicents platform facilitates the sensing and effecting
capabilities of its JSLEE applications.
Sensing Mechanisms
Every SBB of Mobicents is managed and monitored by the MBeans of JMX. Users may
develop one MBean, which contains customized monitoring code (i.e., a bunch of “getter”
methods), to attach to one SBB. The methods of each MBean are exposed through the
JMX interface. The external management software can connect to this interface to access
the MBeans, so as to monitor the system.
Besides creating customized MBeans, Mobicents JSLEE offers an easier way to create
MBeans – by using Usage Parameters (UPs) [122]. During coding, developers can insert
UPs into SBBs and use the predefined “setter” methods of UPs to manipulate them.
During runtime, the predefined “getter” methods for the UPs will be exposed via MBeans,
which are automatically created by Mobicents JSLEE. Briefly, the UP technique can save
time in creating MBeans, at the expense of reduced flexibility in writing the customized
code.
Effecting Mechanisms
Service boundaries in the Component Model are loosely coupled, and are remarkably flex-
ible connection points for reconfiguration. Mobicents JSLEE benefits from such design,
enabling the runtime change of services. As mentioned previously, each service, composed
of one or more SBBs, is a well-defined and self-contained component. In Mobicents JSLEE,
every service needs to be registered with the system and will be assigned a “ServiceID”. At
runtime, a predefined MBean, “ServiceManagementMBean”, will be created by Mobicents
JSLEE to manage these services. The external management software or administrator
can invoke the “deactivate” or “activate” methods of ServiceManagementMBean through
JMX, in order to enable or disable any service without restarting the system.
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Besides services, many other resources (e.g., different server parameters) can be con-
figured by other predefined MBeans at runtime. In addition to the predefined MBeans,
developers can also create their own MBeans as the effectors. Just like using customized
MBeans for monitoring, using customized MBeans for effecting could offer much more
flexibility, so that many more adaptation scenarios can be created.
4.4 Call Controller 2 (CC2)
The previous section presented the architecture of Mobicents JSLEE, as well as its differ-
ent technologies. Besides the high-performance JSLEE application server, the Mobicents
project also contains some JSLEE applications. In this section, we present one service-
oriented Mobicents application, and demonstrate how to re-engineer it into an SAS software
system with the aid of these technologies. The selected application is a VoIP call controller
system, called Call Controller 2 [128].
4.4.1 The CC2 Architecture
Call Controller 2 (CC2) includes three SBBs and provides three VoIP-related services.
Moreover, CC2 depends on another JSLEE application, SIP Services Application (SSA),
which comprises three SBBs and provides two more VoIP-related services [128]. The five
services provided by CC2 and SSA are listed in Table 4.1, along with the SBBs supporting
each service.
Table 4.1: Services Provided by Call Controller 2 and SIP Services Application
Application Service SBB Description
Call Controller
2 (CC2)
Blocking BlockingSbb A callee can setup a blacklist indicating unwelcome callers. If a caller
is in the list, this call will be blocked.
Forwarding Forwarding-
Sbb
If a callee is unavailable but has a backup address, CC2 will forward
the call to the callee’s backup address.
Voicemail VoicemailSbb If a callee is unavailable and has no backup address, but its voicemail







Users can register and expose their IPs to the VoIP platform. After
registering, the user is considered to be “online”. The registration
information is stored and managed by LocationSbb.
Basic Call LocationSbb
ProxySbb
This is the most basic service for any VoIP platform. When a caller
contacts a callee, ProxySbb will ask LocationSbb to locate the callee,
and then establish a conversation channel between the two users.
Figure 4.3 is a zoom-in view of Figure 4.2, and is used to better illustrate the way these



















































Figure 4.3: The Architecture of CC2 in Mobicents
where CC2 is deployed, and Mobicents plus CC2 as one entity, can be viewed as a typical
VoIP platform that provides five services.
Each SBB in Mobicents has a delivery priority [128]. If several SBBs listen to one
particular event, only one SBB can receive and process the event at a time. More precisely,
these SBBs are linked like a service chain, where SBBs with higher delivery priorities are
placed at earlier positions. When an event arrives, it will be delivered to the SBB with
the highest delivery priority first. After being processed, the event will be delivered to the
SBB with the second highest delivery priority, and so on.
The three SBBs of CC2 are independent and listen to the same incoming event. Block-
ingSbb has the highest delivery priority among the three, and so the event will be routed
to BlockingSbb first, once the event is received. ForwardingSbb has the second highest
delivery priority, and the delivery priority of VoicemailSbb is the lowest. Because every
SBB of CC2 shares the same interface and each incoming event has to be processed by the
SBBs sequentially, CC2 is designed with the Pipe-And-Filter architecture style. Thus, the
system should still be functional, even if any of its SBBs are added, removed, or swapped
at runtime. Two classes of events are listened to by this VoIP platform: Register-related
events and VoIP-related events. Every Register-related event is handled by ReigstrarSbb
and LocationSbb. On the other hand, when a VoIP-related event is received, it is handled
by BlockingSbb, ForwardingSbb, VoicemailSbb, and ProxySbb.
Figure 4.4 illustrates how the six SBBs collaborate to provide different services after a
typed event arrives. As shown in the figure, Register-related event is first sent to Reigstrar-
Sbb, and LocationSbb will store the registration information. If the event is VoIP-related,
it will be sent to and handled by BlockingSbb, ForwardingSbb, and VoicemailSbb one after



















Figure 4.4: The Sequence Diagram of CC2
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the callee is available. If it is, ForwardingSbb will invoke ProxySbb to provide the basic
call service. Otherwise, ForwardingSbb itself will try to provide the forwarding service to
the caller.
4.4.2 Sensors and Effectors for CC2
As mentioned in Section 4.3.2, Mobicents JSLEE facilitates the runtime sensing and effect-
ing capabilities of service-oriented applications via JMX. Developers may use the existing
sensors (Usage Parameters) and effectors (the predefined MBeans), or implement their own
customized MBeans. Furthermore, Mobicents plus CC2 is a practical VoIP platform that
supports quality tradeoffs. Therefore, a variety of sensors and effectors can be used for this
VoIP application; some examples are listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.




Response Time, Throughput, Arrival Rate, Error Probability, and Number of Time-
outs for each service
CPU and Memory usages of the system
Usage Parameters Number of served Requests for each service
Number of registered clients
These sensors and effectors are only samples to show the great adaptivity of the VoIP
platform. We will not use all of them to build the SAS VoIP system. Moreover, depending
on the different adaptation requirements of users, they can create even more sensors and
effectors by JMX technology in addition to these.
Table 4.3: Feasible Effectors of CC2 in Mobicents
Effectors Controllable Actions Type
ServiceManagementMBean Enable or disable each service. Coarse-grained
Customized MBeans Admission control for each service. That is, only certain users can
access certain services.
Fine-grained
Change the length of voicemail recording time.
Predefined MBeans Change the value of Jitter for recording voicemail.
Change the file format for recording a voicemail audio file (default is
.wav).
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The meanings of the sensors in Table 4.2 are straightforward. It is worth pointing out
that customized MBeans can implement any sensors provided by Usage Parameters, but
not vice versa. For example, Usage Parameters cannot be used to monitor the CPU usage
of the system. With respect to Table 4.3, we have discussed how ServiceManagementM-
Bean works in Section 4.3.2. Having this predefined MBean is one of the most unique
and powerful features of the Mobicents platform, because it enables runtime component-
level (coarse-grained) adaptations for Mobicents applications. For fine-grained adaptations,
people can use other predefined MBeans, or develop customized MBeans to tune some pa-
rameters of the system. For example, the voicemail audio file may be saved in the WAV
format, or in other formats.
4.5 Mobicents for SAS Research
As discussed in Section 4.1, an appropriate case study for SAS research needs to lend
itself to adaptation to be accessible and well-supported, and enable sensor and effector
instrumentation.
Telephony systems intrinsically include a rich set of features and services. In some
situations, adaptation changes help these systems to be available and to deliver services
with a specific level of quality. Traffic bursts, which for example happened during hurricane
Katrina, can cause a complete crash that leads to the unavailability of even the basic call
service. This effect is not limited to huge disasters and was observed even during a small-
scale event, such as a bridge collapse in Minnesota or a steam-pipe explosion in New
York city [129]. In the literature, some researchers have mentioned communication as a
potential domain for building adaptable applications. For instance, Oreizy et al. mentions
that telephony is the application domain in which runtime adaptation is meaningful [8].
VoIP applications bring more flexibility to telephony systems and can be integrated with
other media services for transferring data, voice, and video. A service-oriented architecture
for VoIP applications enables us to adapt services at runtime even more, mainly due to
the loosely-coupled services.
4.5.1 Mobicents Enabling Characteristics
Mobicents was selected as a candidate platform for a set of service-oriented adaptable
software applications. In this section, based on our experience, we discuss why Mobicents
seems an apt option for this purpose. Regarding the desired characteristics of adaptable
software proposed in Section 4.1, the following items are advantages of using Mobicents as
a platform for adaptable applications:
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• Supporting meaningful application domains for adaptability : Mobicents is widely recog-
nized as a rich open source Java platform for deploying VoIP services [125]. In addition,
as a versatile platform with great extensibility, Mobicents can be applied to develop and
deploy other applications in other domains. For instance, financial trading and online
gaming, in which low-latency and event-driven properties are crucial, can be developed
based on Mobicents facilities. Applications in these domains are other potential case
studies for our purpose.
• Providing sensors and effectors : Mobicnets takes benefit from the management capabili-
ties of the application server, namely the JMX framework. The JSLEE specification [127]
emphasizes three reasons for integrating Mobicents with this management framework:
i) JMX enables service management for JSLEE without the need for ad hoc, heavy, and
hard-to-implement instrumentation; ii) JMX benefits from a component-based design,
and consequently, it scales in providing solutions for large-scale projects, particularly
in the communication domain; and iii) JMX instrumentation is protocol-independent,
and can inter-operate with other management solutions, such as SNMP (Simple Net-
work Management Protocol), TMN (Telecommunications Management Network), and
WBEM (Web-Based Enterprise Management). As a component-based container for
service-oriented applications, Mobicents integrates with the JMX framework in order to
facilitate application runtime sensing and effecting. Both fine-grained (e.g., parameter
tuning) and coarse-grained (e.g., service composition) adaptations can be performed.
• Being an accessible and well-supported platform: Mobicents is available as an open source
project, and its owner, Red Hat, provides support for maintenance tasks, such as: i)
tracking and fixing bugs, ii) the continual addition of new features, iii) providing and
organizing the design documentation for such features, and iv) answering related ques-
tions. Furthermore, in future updates of Mobicents, more and more new applications
will be developed and involved in the project, and researchers will have an even wider
range of choices for their case studies. Thus, being a long-active open source project,
which is officially supported by a company, is one of the most significant advantages of
Mobicents.
In summary, Mobicents is a growing rich platform that in combination with comple-
menting Java EE services, provides a strong basis for adaptable applications.
4.5.2 Mobicents Limitations
It is needless to mention that there are some limitations in using Mobicents for developing
adaptable software:
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• Complexity : Mobicents is a quite large and complex platform, and is still evolving to
support an even richer set of features. Its latest version has 635k lines of code. Hence,
before starting the development process, users need to spend a considerable amount of
time to learn the concepts of JSLEE, becoming familiar with the platform, and setting
up the environment.
• Weakness of available applications on Mobicents : The existing Mobicents applications
were developed to assess the capabilities of Mobicents, and have not gone through rig-
orous testing processes. For example, the performance of CC2 is not as good as some
other available VoIP systems, such as Asterisk.
Note that SAS systems are normally large and complex. Therefore, small and simple
applications are not suitable candidates for experiments on adaptability. Also, Mobicents
is rapidly growing, and more sample applications with higher quality will hopefully be
available in the near future.
4.6 Developing Self-Adaptive Software System
After selecting Mobicents plus CC2 as our case study, we now present how to transform it
into an SAS system. According to the stated concepts of SAS systems and our experiences,
we define a process for developing our self-adaptive VoIP platform. This development
process is shown in Figure 4.5. In this section, we will depict how to develop the system
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Figure 4.5: Development Process of our Self-adaptive VoIP System
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4.6.1 Specifying Adaptation Requirements
An SAS system is developed based on its Adaptation Requirements (ARs). Furthermore,
as we argued, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are a main source for defining ARs. Thus,
we will first define a sample SLA for our self-adaptive VoIP system and then specify the
ARs. The SLA of the system is presented in Table 4.4. “SLA Violation Penalty” is the
penalty that the service provider needs to pay the user after violating its SLA. “Profit” is
the money the user needs to pay the service provide after being served.







A user conducts a successful basic call. Bronze N/A 20
Silver N/A 40
Gold N/A 60
A user suffers a basic call response time longer than 6 sec. Bronze 7 N/A
Silver 18 N/A
Gold 35 N/A
A user conducts a successful call forwarding. Bronze N/A 5
Silver N/A 10
Gold N/A 15
A user suffers a call forwarding response time longer than 0.1 sec. Bronze 2 N/A
Silver 4 N/A
Gold 6 N/A
A user conducts a successful voicemail call. Bronze N/A 4
Silver N/A 8
Gold N/A 12
A user suffers a voicemail call response time longer than 1.5 sec. Bronze 2 N/A
Silver 4 N/A
Gold 6 N/A
A user suffers the error probability of any service greater than 7%. Bronze 20 N/A
Silver 40 N/A
Gold 60 N/A
A user receives a timeout from the voicemail service. Bronze 1 N/A
Silver 2 N/A
Gold 3 N/A
As indicated in Table 4.4, this SLA classifies users into three levels: Gold, Silver,
and Bronze. The profits (or penalties) of successfully (or unsuccessfully) serving users in
different user levels are different. From the perspective of resource management, serving a
request consumes some system resources (e.g., memory and CPU). The system may face
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resource saturation if the workload is over the system’s capacity. Consequently, the clients
of all services will suffer degraded performance (e.g., high response time), and the non-
functional requirements of all services will be hindered. If the workload is heavy, a better
strategy might be re-configuring the system at runtime and disabling some non-essential
or low-profit services, in order to give other services more resources to consume.
For example, under normal circumstances, all users of CC2 can access all services. Yet,
when the workload is heavy, low level (i.e., Bronze) users can not access some/all services in
the interest of preserving resources for serving higher-level users. Serving Gold and Silver
users will be more beneficial than serving the same number of Bronze users. Additionally,
the (non-essential) voicemail service can be disabled in order to increase the performance
of the (essential) basic call service. Therefore, the SAS system should try to satisfy more
high-level users by disabling some of the non-essential services of low-level users. Two
sample ARs for the system could be:
• If the response time of basic call service for Gold users exceeds 6 sec, the system
should behave in an adaptive manner by disabling the voicemail service for Bronze
users.
• If the response time of basic call service for Gold users becomes less than 6 sec, the
system should behave in an adaptive manner by enabling the voicemail service for
Bronze users.
4.6.2 Adaptable Software (AS) Development
The two key components of an SAS system are the Adaptable Software (AS) and the
Adaptation Manager (AM). We defined the AS as following: “Given the ARs, a software
system is considered as an AS if and only if it exposes the required monitoring data via its
sensor interface, and exposes the required effecting operations via its effector interface.”
Thus, to transform a legacy application into an adaptable one, appropriate sensors and
effectors need to be selected and instrumented.
Selecting Required Sensors and Effectors
Although Section 4.4.2 lists a set of feasible sensors and effectors for CC2, not all of them
are necessarily related to the ARs. Therefore, we should make a selection based on the
ARs, which are defined based on the defined SLA.
For runtime sensors, customized Managed Beans (MBeans) are created to measure
the three main metrics (response time, throughput, and arrival rate) for each service for
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each user level in CC2. All of these metrics are calculated based on the Moving Average
technique [71]. There are also some metrics that are not used during runtime for adapting
the system, but are required for evaluating the system. For example, the number of
completed requests and the error probability for each service are important in determining
how well the system behaved in the experiments. This information can be logged, so
they are not considered as runtime sensed data. These metrics will be discussed later in
Section 5.2.2.
For effectors, again, customized MBeans are created to enable/disable each service for
each user level. The complete list of actions, which can be performed by the effectors, is
presented in Appendix A. One may notice that the blocking service has no role in this
action list. This is because disabling the blocking service will not improve the performance
of the system. Blocking users from being served will decrease the number of threads in the
system, and so the system can serve other users. Thus, there is no harm in allowing the
blocking service to always be enabled.
Instrumenting Sensors and Effectors
To instrument MBeans as the sensors and effectors, we need to follow these stages:
• First, create a set of MBean classes (Java classes extending and implementing MBean
interfaces), and augment them with the customized code for monitoring and effect-
ing. For example, the following source code presents some parts of our MBean class
for VoicemailSbb for collecting the Response Time (RT):
public class VoicemailMBeanImpl extends StandardMBean
implements VoicemailMBean{
...












• Second, attach each MBean to its corresponding SBB (e.g., VoicemailSbb should
invoke “updateRT” to update the voicemail call RT after a voicemail request is
served).
• Finally, register (i.e., expose) the MBean to the JMX MBean server. To this end,
we need to obtain an instance of the MBean server, and register the created MBean
to the MBean server, as shown in the following code:
myEnv = (Context) new InitialContext().lookup("java:comp/env");
MBeanServer server = (MBeanServer)MBeanServerFactory.
findMBeanServer(null).get(0);
vmMBean = new VoicemailMBeanImpl(myEnv);
ObjectName name = new ObjectName(VociemailServiceID);
server.registerMBean(vmMBean, name);
4.6.3 Developing Adaptation Manager (AM )
The ultimate goal of a mission-critical SAS system is to better satisfy the SLA. The main
strategy of the AM is to prevent the system from entering the buckle zone: i.e., to exceed
its nominal capacity. In fact, the adaptation actions increase/decrease the system capacity
by playing with services settings. For example, when the response time is high and the
throughput is low, the system should decrease its service levels in order to increase its
capacity. After the capacity is increased, the response time and throughput return to
normal. In summary, the objective is to show that the system can properly increase its
capacity by sacrificing some non-essential requests from low level users. Under an extreme
workload, the system may even block all of the services for a short time in order to prevent
a crash.
Specifying Adaptation Mechanisms
The action selection mechanism, also called the adaptation mechanism, is the most crucial
part of the decision-making component. As stated in Section 2.1.3, most existing AMs
are implemented based on three types of adaptation mechanisms: rule-based, goal-based,
and and utility-based. The first two types are more popular. For the experiment, we will
develop one goal-based AM and one rule-based AM.
For the goal-based AM, we chose to implement a typical goal-based AM model, GAAM
(Goal-Attribute-Action Model) [57]. GAAM is a multi-objective decision model that rep-
resents adaptation goals explicitly. In such a goal-driven model, goals can be presented as
a hierarchy, from high-level and abstract stakeholder goals to low-level action goals. We
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define twenty-eight low-level goals for CC2, listed in Appendix B. These goals are men-
tioned in our defined SLA. Each low-level goal has: i) its own preference over the actions
listed in Appendix A, ii) a weight value (the value of pi shown at the end of each line in
Appendix B), and iii) an activation level (e.g., if response time is less than 7 sec, activate
Goal 1). During runtime, the preferences of each activated goal will be aggregated by
certain voting mechanisms (e.g., Plurality voting [130]). Finally, actions will be selected
and performed based on the result of the voting.
For the rule-based AM, thirty-five action policies were defined for adapting the system
towards the set of ARs. Each of the policies is a condition-action rule that indicates which
action (listed in Appendix A) should be performed under certain situations. Because all
of the policies are straightforward and very analogous, we will only present two examples
here:
• If the voicemail service is enabled for Bronze users AND the basic call response time
is greater than 6 sec for Bronze users, then disable the voicemail service for Bronze
users.
• If the voicemail service is disabled for Bronze users AND the basic call response time
is less than 6 sec for Bronze users, then enable the voicemail service for Bronze users.
Implementing the AM
The aforementioned adaptation mechanisms are implemented with the aid of the StarMX
framework [113]. StarMX is a generic configurable framework designed for building self-
adaptive Java-based applications. It is based on standards and well-established principles,
and is a flexible approach for creating the adaptation closed loop. This framework uses
a set of entities, called processes, to implement the adaptation logic using various mecha-
nisms such as arbitrary policy languages. The closed loop is formed by the composition of
processes, each of which supports one or more parts of the MAPE (Monitoring, Analyzing,
Planning, and Executing) loop [5]. In short, our AMs are developed by StarMX, which
makes use of the IBM ABLE (Agent Building and Learning Environment) [131] policy
engine for executing goal-based policies and rule-based policies.
4.6.4 Integrating the AS with the AM
The last step is to integrate the AS with the AM via the sensor and effector interfaces.
Because we use MBeans as the sensors and effectors, the sensor and effector interfaces are
provided by JMX. To integrate StarMX with JMX, the StarMX configuration file should




  <jndi-param jndi-name="jmx/invoker/RMIAdaptor">
    <property name="java.naming.factory.initial">org.jnp.interfaces.NamingContextFactory
      </property>
    <property name="java.naming.provider.url">jnp://localhost:1099</property>
    <property name="java.naming.factory.url.pkgs">org.jboss.naming:org.jnp.interfaces:org









Figure 4.6: Sample StarMX Configuration File
information of the MBean server, whose connection may be obtained via the Java Naming
and Directory Interface (JNDI) lookup. Next, we need to declare the registered MBeans
(e.g., VoicemailMBean) that we want to expose in the mbean tag. After specifying this














Figure 4.7: Self-Adaptive VoIP System
Figure 4.7 illustrates the high-level architecture of our self-adaptive VoIP system. In
this figure, the JBoss application server is the underlying platform. Mobicents JSLEE is
deployed on the JBoss application server. CC2, which consists of several SBBs, is deployed
on Mobicents. Each SBB is attached to one MBean, which can expose the runtime metrics
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of the SBB (i.e., sensors), and can make changes to the SBB at runtime (i.e., effectors).
The AM is deployed on StarMX, and uses it to control the MBeans via JMX.
4.7 Summary
This chapter introduced our selected case study for this research. We elaborated the
architecture of Mobicents and its enabling features regarding SAS research. The selected
case study is a JSLEE application deployed on Mobicents, called Call Controller 2 (CC2).
The suitability of CC2 as an appropriate case study for SAS research was discussed. Finally,
we transformed CC2 into a self-adaptive VoIP platform.
Chapter 5 reports on a set of empirical experiments that examine the proposed evalua-
tion process. The set of experiments uses the proposed process to evaluate three different




In the previous chapters, we have presented the proposed evaluation process, overviewed
our case study, and demonstrated the development process of transforming the case study
into a self-adaptive VoIP platform. In this chapter, a set of experiments will be presented
for validating the feasibility of the proposed evaluation process in practical use.
5.1 Experimental Design
The goal of the experiments is to show that our proposed evaluation process can properly
evaluate the QoS requirements satisfaction of different SAS systems. Specifically, we aim
to answer the following two research questions in the experiments:
• Research Question 1 (RQ1): Do the utility values, generated by the proposed
evaluation process, reasonably reflect the QoS requirements satisfaction of different
systems?
• Research Question 2 (RQ2): Does adaptation have a positive impact on the
operation of Call Controller 2 (CC2)? In other words, can adaptation improve QoS
requirements satisfaction under different workloads?
To address RQ1 , three types of systems (one non-adaptive software and two SAS)
were evaluated using the proposed evaluation process. Their runtime QoS data were ana-
lyzed manually in detail to see if each generated utility value reasonably reflects the QoS
requirements satisfaction. To address RQ2 , we compared the runtime QoS data of non-
adaptive and SAS systems as well as their utility values, to see if adaptation can improve
QoS requirements satisfaction.
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Therefore, the experiments have a one-factor design with blocking. Moreover, the ex-
periments were conducted for each block three times (three replications). The experiment
factor comprises the three following treatments: i)No-adaptation (NA): no adapta-
tion mechanism is enabled, ii)Goal-based adaptation (GA): the goal-based adaptation
mechanism is enabled, and iii)Rule-based adaptation (RA): the rule-based adaptation
mechanism is enabled.
That is, three types of systems were evaluated during the experiments: one non-
adaptive system, one goal-based SAS system, and one rule-based SAS system. There
are four blocking levels defined for the system based on different workloads. As mentioned
previously, the effect of workload on adaptation effectiveness could be enormous. To eval-
uate the QoS of a mission-critical SAS system, experiments should be conducted under at
least four workload levels: light, medium, heavy, and extreme. These four labels are based
on the capacity of the non-adaptive system. Furthermore, the workload is designed based
on the randomness of user behavior, in using the VoIP services via different paths. There
are three services that users can access – basic call, forwarding, and voicemail.
To minimize the experimental errors due to sporadic events, three replications (ex-
periments) were conducted for each block and each treatment. This also guarantees that
experimental results can be subjected to Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
5.2 Experimental Setting
The proposed evaluation process takes the quantified QoS requirements (i.e., SLA) as
inputs, and comprises two main steps: conducting system-level testing, and evaluating
QoS requirements satisfaction. To apply the proposed evaluation process, the following
artifacts need to be available: i) the SLA of the evaluated system, ii) the user patterns and
workloads for conducting load and stress testing, and iii) the utility functions for trade-off
analysis.
The SLA of our evaluated system has been defined and shown in the previous chapter,
and is used as the quantified QoS requirements. The rest of this section will discuss the
user patterns, workloads, and utility functions that were used for the experiments.
5.2.1 User Patterns and Workloads for Experiments
The user patterns for the evaluated system were attained through reasonable predictions,
and stored in the Customer Behavior Model Graph (CBMG). The portions of Bronze,
Silver, and Gold users in any test case were 50%, 30%, 20%. Details of the workloads are
given in Table 5.1. The workloads were generated based on the exponential distribution
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with certain mean values (i.e., µ). In Table 5.1, “total calls” is the total amount of requests
generated in the experiment.
Table 5.1: Inter-Arrival Time Distribution for each Service
Workload Level Basic Call Forwarding Voicemail
Light Workload Exponential distribu-
tion (µ=0.5 sec), total
calls=4000
Exponential distribution
(µ=5 sec), total calls=400
Exponential distribution,
(µ=8 sec), total calls=240
Medium Workload Exponential distribu-
tion (µ=0.15 sec), total
calls=4000
Exponential distribution
(µ=1 sec), total calls=700
Exponential distribu-
tion, (µ=1.6 sec), total
calls=400
Heavy Workload Exponential distribu-
tion (µ=0.075 sec), total
calls=8000
Exponential distribu-
tion (µ=0.5 sec), total
calls=1200
Exponential distribu-
tion, (µ=1.6 sec), total
calls=400
Extreme Workload Exponential distribu-
tion (µ=0.01 sec), total
calls=8000
N/A N/A
Note that there is no column for the registering service in Table 5.1. It is because a user
must register with the platform before accessing any other services. Thus, the registering
service is implicitly called by every user.
5.2.2 Utility Functions for Experiments
16 utility functions were involved in the evaluation process. The first 15 functions, called
QoS utility functions, were corresponding to the 15 QoS elements guaranteed by the defined
SLA. The last one, called global the utility function, was used to aggregate all utility values
produced from the QoS utility functions. The 15 QoS elements can be divided into three
groups:
1. the Response Time (RT) of each service (totally 3) of each user level (totally 3)
2. the Error Probability (EP) of each service (totally 3)
3. the Time Out (TO) number for the voicemail service of each user level (totally 3)
Runtime QoS Data for CC2
As mentioned in Section 3.4, the utility functions should first be configured based on the
system’s SLA. Then, the runtime QoS data needed to be passed in as input parameters.
The following CC2 QoS data were collected during runtime:
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• Basic Call (BC)
– Basic Call RT: the individual RT for each successful basic call user in each user











– Basic Call EP: the ratio of the number of basic call requests incorrectly served
to the total number of Basic Call requests - epBC
• Forwarding (FW)
– Forwarding RT: the individual RT for each successful forwarding user in each





– Completed Forwarding requests: the number of successful forwarding requests





– Forwarding EP: the ratio of the number of forwarding requests incorrectly served
to the total number of forwarding requests - epFW
• Voicemail (VM)
– Voicemail RT: the individual RT for each successful voicemail user in each user





– Completed Voicemail requests: the number of successful voicemail requests in





– Voicemail EP: the ratio of the number of voicemail requests incorrectly served
to the total number of voicemail requests - epVM .
– TO: the total number of Timeouts that force users to terminate recording voice-





QoS Utility Functions for CC2
Let U si,l be the utility function for QoS element i, service s, and user level l, where ∀i ∈
{RT,EP, TO},∀s ∈ {BC,FW, VM},∀l ∈ {Gold, Silver, Bronze}. Although there are
no particular utility functions designed for availability, this QoS element is taken into
account implicitly. The total number of generated requests for each service is fixed in one
experiment. Therefore, the number of completed requests (i.e., Φ) indicates the availability
of the service.
The utility functions for TO (i.e., UVMTO,l) are simply linear functions. The utility func-
tions for RT and EP were introduced in Section 3.4.1, and here, we rename them to
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URT−Original and UEP−Original. The actual RT and EP utility functions used in this experi-
ment (i.e., U sRT,l and U
s
EP,l) are the modified versions of the original ones (i.e., URT−Original









l,i is the obtained response time of the i
th
completed request for service s and user level l.
U sEP (ep) = Φ




l , where to
VM
l is the number of timeouts for user level l.
Global Utility Function for CC2
Let usi,l be the utility value computed by U
s
i,l, and let w
s
i,l be the weight for u
s
i,l. The mag-
nitude of wsi,l is proportional to the penalty that needs to be paid if U
s
i,l’s corresponding
QoS element in the SLA is violated. The global utility function is:
GlobalUtilityV alue =
∑
wsRT,l ∗ usRT,l +
∑
wsEP ∗ usEP +
∑
wVMTO,l ∗ uVMTO,l
The global utility function uses several metrics from the system, but it misses at least
one important metric: “what is the quality of voice in the communication?” Many studies
in the area of VoIP communication have proposed metrics and indices for quantifying the
quality of VoIP (e.g., [132, 133]). However, in our case, it was not possible to provide the
essential hardware/software support to measure these metrics and indices. Incorporating
the quality of VoIP in the global utility function can be a potential direction for extending
this work.
5.2.3 Testbed
To conduct load and stress testing, the project used the most famous open source SIP
scenario generator, SIPp 3.1 [91].
In VoIP systems, the caller and callee are normally referred to as the User Agent Client
(UAC) and User Agent Server (UAS), respectively. Basic call, forwarding, and voicemail
are the three different UAC behaviors. One running instance of SIPp can generate only one
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UAC behavior. Thus, multiple SIPp instances are executed to mimic all of the behaviors.
To simulate the different probabilities of each service being accessed, each of the SIPps will
generate traffic based on the exponential distribution with different mean values. Only one
UAS, which can receive messages from the different UACs, will be run.
One workstation and one server were used to generate load traffic and to run the Mobi-
cents server respectively. The specification of the workstation is Windows XP professional
SP3, Intel Pentium 4 CPU 3.4GHz, 2.00GB of RAM. The specification of the server is Win-
dows Server 2003 Standard x64 Edition SP2, Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6700 @ 2.66GHz
7.92 GB of RAM. These two machines are connected via 100.0 Mbps Ethernet LAN.
5.3 Obtained Results
The obtained results (runtime QoS data and utility values) under the four workload levels
are presented in this section. The reasons for conducting experiments under the four work-
load levels were explained in Section 3.3.1. Instead of showing the complete results, each
subsection of this section will only present some key results obtained under one workload
level. The presented data are:
• Treatment: As mentioned previously, No-adaptation (NA), Goal-based adaptation
(GA), and Rule-based adaptation (RA) are the three types of adaptation mechanisms
evaluated in the experiments.
• Completed Basic Call, Forwarding, and Voicemail Requests: The number of
successfully completed requests for the basic call, forwarding, and voicemail services.
For completed basic call requests, the number of successfully completed requests will
be presented for each user level (Bronze, Silver, and Gold).
• Average RT of Basic Call Requests: The average response time of basic call
requests.
• Global Utility Value: The global utility value computed using the utility functions
discussed in the previous section.
From the defined SLA, we can learn that: i) serving a basic call request is much more
profitable than a forwarding or voicemail request, and ii) serving a request from a Gold or
Silver user can produce much more profits than a request from a Bronze user.
The experiments were conducted for each workload and each treatment three times
(three replications). The shown values presented in the following subsections are the aver-
age among the three replications. In addition, the ANOVA test was applied on the global
utility values of each workload.
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5.3.1 Light Workload
The data in Table 5.2 show that when the workload is light, the performances of the SAS
systems are nearly the same as that of the non-adaptive system. Each system can serve
a similar number of completed requests for each service in each user level. Moreover, the
response times and other metrics of the SAS and non-adaptive systems are very close. This
means that no significant overheads are caused by the SAS systems when the workload is
“light”. The p-value of ANOVA for this workload is 0.8034. This is a strong indication
that different treatments under the light workload have similar utility values.



























NA 1882 1159 741 4:433 sec 332 207 132074
GA 1871 1161 742 4:337 sec 315 198 134219
RA 1886 1132 746 4:322 sec 335 200 135230
With respect to RQ1 , the computed utility values of the three systems are very close
under the light workload. This matches our analysis of the runtime QoS data. Therefore,
these utility values reasonably reflect the SLA satisfaction for each system. With respect
to RQ2 , the three systems perform similarly under the light workload.
5.3.2 Medium Workload
As shown in Table 5.3, the performances of the three systems have no major differences for
the basic call service. The number of completed basic call requests and the average response
times are very similar for each system. Yet, compared with the GA and RA systems, the
NA system successfully served much more forwarding and voicemail requests. To help
interpret this result more clearly, Table 5.4 shows the number of completed forwarding and
voicemail requests for each user level. The results indicate that the NA system completed
remarkably more forwarding and voicemail Bronze requests than the GA and RA systems.
The reason is that an SAS system wants to preserve its SLA in advance, and so its
threshold values for triggering adaptation actions should be more strict than what the
SLA guarantees. In this case, the GA and RA systems might predict that the workload
will gradually exceed the original capacity, due to the increasing workload trend. Therefore,
the SAS systems blocked some forwarding and voicemail requests from low level users, in
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NA 1847 1140 750 4:469 sec 495 252 132343
GA 1818 1130 786 4:466 sec 295 180 129378
RA 1794 1152 789 4:501 sec 255 211 130097
order to preserve the QoS of the basic call service. These instances can be considered as
false positives of the SAS systems. Although the global utility value of the NA system
slightly outperforms the ones of the GA and RA systems, the p-value of ANOVA for this
workload is 0.3432. This is a strong indication that different treatments under the medium
workload have similar utility values. Hence, the impact of false positives is within an
acceptable range.

























NA 226 150 119 133 79 40
GA 35 133 127 59 82 39
RA 24 108 123 75 91 45
Technically, such false positives are difficult to avoid. The SAS systems do not know
if a medium workload test (meaning that workload will not gradually increase until the
system crashes) is being conducted. Thus, the GA and RA systems will always try to
do some prevention actions to preserve the SLA in advance, even though the workload
will not eventually violate the SLA. The threshold values of the activating actions can be
raised to decrease the impact of false positives. However, this may also increase the risk of
causing more false negatives1. With carefully tuning, better threshold values can be found
to balance the false positives and negatives of the system.
With respect to RQ1 , the runtime QoS data show that the Bronze forwarding and
voicemail services of the NA system are served better than the GA and RA systems.
1False negative occurs when the adaptation mechanisms fail to prevent the system from SLA violations
or crashing.
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Because the Bronze forwarding and voicemail services are not very profitable, the utility
value of the NA system is only slightly better than those of the GA and RA systems.
Thus, we believe that utility values reasonably reflect the SLA satisfaction for each system.
However, the QoS differences among these three systems are not significant. Hence, With
respect to RQ2 , three systems still perform similarly under the medium workload.
5.3.3 Heavy Workload
The results in Table 5.5 show that the SAS systems can successfully serve more basic call
requests with a lower average response time. Especially, the number of completed Silver
and Gold basic call requests in the SAS systems are considerably higher than in the NA
system. In contrast, the forwarding and voicemail services in the NA system have better
availability. This is because at runtime, the SAS systems detect that the workload is
heavy and that the QoS guarantees might be violated. Rather than allowing all requests
to enter the busy system and drag down the overall QoS , the SAS systems performed
self-optimizing actions to preserve the QoS of more profitable services and high level users.
More specifically, the SAS systems block some non-essential requests (i.e., forwarding and
voicemail) or requests from low level users (i.e., Bronze), in order to let other essential
services and users consume more resources.



























NA 3496 2110 1407 8:028 sec 557 157 175477
GA 3612 2265 1542 5:833 sec 209 95 238701
RA 3515 2304 1536 6:304 sec 175 88 221165
However, a higher number of completed requests and lower average response time may
not necessarily mean that the QoS of the basic call service in the SAS systems is better
satisfied than in the NA system. The defined SLA guarantees that the response time of
each basic call request should not be over 6 sec (i.e., 6E+09 nanosec). Therefore, we need
to examine the response time of each individual request for each user level. Figure 5.1
illustrates the response time of each basic call Gold request in the NA and GA systems.
As we can see from Figure 5.1, the GA system can serve more requests, most of which
suffer a response time of around 6 sec. In contrast, in the NA system, the response time
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Figure 5.1: Response Time of Each Basic Call Gold Request
verifies that the GA system can better preserve the QoS of the basic call service for Gold



































































































































































































































Figure 5.2: Response Time of Each Basic Call Silver Request
Both Figure 5.2 and 5.3 indicate that the GA system also outperforms the NA system.
The RA system performed similarly to the GA system, and so the results of the RA system
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Figure 5.3: Response Time of Each Basic Call Bronze Request
As stated in the SLA, the basic call service is more important and profitable than the
forwarding and voicemail services, so improving the QoS of basic call service by sacrificing
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the QoS of forwarding and voicemail services should increase the total QoS satisfaction.
With respect to RQ1 , the utility values in Table 5.5 support our point of view; that
is, the utility values of the GA and RA systems are higher than that of the NA system.
The p-value for this workload is 0.0298, which is below 0.05 (95% confidence interval).
This is a significant indication that different treatments under the heavy workload have
different utility values. Thus, we believe that the utility values reasonably reflect the SLA
satisfaction for each system. Note that with respect to the GA system seems to have
slightly outperformed the RA system, but the difference is not significant. With respect to
RQ2 , the GA and RA systems significantly outperform the NA system under the heavy
workload. In other words, adaptation has a positive impact on the operation of CC2 under
the heavy workload.
5.3.4 Extreme Workload
The purpose of conducting load tests under extreme workload is to prove that the SAS
systems have a higher survival possibility than the NA system in abnormal situations.
Here, we only want to know whether the adaptation mechanisms can prevent the system
from crashing, when the workload is over the capacity of the system. Thus, no utility value
needs to be calculated for this workload. The results in Table 5.6 show that adaptivity can
successfully protect the system. That is, neither of the GA or RA systems crashed under
the extreme workload, but the NA system crashed during the testing.
Table 5.6: Obtained Results under Extreme Workload




Because no utility values were computed for the extreme workload, RQ1 is not dis-
cussed for this workload. With respect to RQ2 , the GA and RA systems prevented the
system from crashing, so they had a positive impact on the operation of CC2.
5.3.5 Lessons Learned
The type of workload plays an important role in evaluating the effectiveness of adapta-
tion treatments. The blocking design and replications aimed at mitigating the impact of
workload on answering the research questions RQ1 and RQ2 .
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• RQ1 : By carefully examining the individual runtime QoS data of the NA, GA,
and RA systems, we believe that the generated utility values reasonably reflect the
QoS requirements satisfaction of each system. Each global utility value is inversely
proportional to the SLA violations. In other words, the fewer SLA violations the
system causes, the higher utility value the system receives.
• RQ2 : The experimental results show that adaptation treatments (i.e., GA and RA)
outperform or at least perform as effectively as the no-adaptation treatment. The
effect of adaptation treatments is particularly significant under the heavy workload.
Therefore, statically, adaptation has a positive impact on system behavior with re-
spect to its guaranteed quality goals and SLA. The results under an extreme workload
also verify this statement in the conducted experiments.
In the next section, the proposed evaluation process will be evaluated based on the four
criteria of validity, reliability, flexibility and cost.
5.4 Discussion on the Evaluation Process
Our experiments were designated to validate the feasibility of the proposed evaluation
process in practical use. From these experiments, we may evaluate the proposed evaluation
process using the following four criteria:
• Validity: An evaluation process is considered valid if it measures what it intends
to measure, and if the measurement is accurate [134, 135, 136]. The proposed eval-
uation process aims to evaluate the degree to which the SAS system meets its QoS
requirements. The process makes use of the widely agreed quantified QoS require-
ments (SLA) and a set of widely used utility functions. The experimental results
indicated that the computed utility value reasonably reflects the QoS requirements
satisfaction.
• Reliability: An evaluation process is considered reliable if the evaluation results are
consistent, have no significant errors, and are repeatable over time and across evalua-
tors [134, 137, 138]. As a systematic approach, each step of our process is well-defined
and repeatable. From the experiments, we can anticipate that the evaluation results
will be highly consistent, because the SLA, workload levels, and utility functions are
all predefined and remain the same throughout the experiments.
• Flexibility: Each step of the evaluation process is flexible. First, the SLA can
be replaced by any quantified QoS requirements. Second, the load testing can be
configured based on different user patterns and workload levels. Third, each of the
utility functions is tunable, modifiable, and even replaceable.
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• Cost: The SLA documents (or other quantified QoS requirements) should be avail-
able in any mission-critical systems [65]. Moreover, the load testing process consumes
much less resources, compared to letting real users access the evaluated system. Fi-
nally, the utility functions are provided and are easy to tune.
In summary, we believe that the proposed evaluation process: i) is valid because its
computed utility value reasonably reflect the QoS requirements satisfaction, ii) is reliable
because its results are consistent, have no significant errors, and are repeatable, iii) is
flexible because one can easily customize each step of the process, and iv) is low cost
because the process can be easily adopted with low resource consumption.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
In this chapter, we summarize the findings of the thesis by presenting the contributions in
Section 6.1, and outline some potential future directions that could be pursued from this
research in Section 6.2.
6.1 Research Contributions
This thesis proposed an engineering process for evaluating mission-critical Self-Adaptive
Software (SAS) systems. Such a process takes the quantified QoS requirements as inputs,
and comprises two main phases: conducting load testing, and evaluating QoS requirements
satisfaction. As a proof of concept, a service-oriented VoIP platform, Call Controller 2
(CC2), was selected as the case study. We transformed CC2 into a self-adaptive VoIP
platform, and conducted a set of experiments to validate the feasibility of using the pro-
posed evaluation process in real SAS systems. The major contributions of the thesis can
be summarized as follows:
• A systematic evaluation process was proposed for mission-critical SAS systems. The
process treats Service Level Agreements (SLAs) as the Adaptation Requirements
(ARs), which are defined as evaluation requirements for SAS systems. Moreover, it
applies utility functions to generate a single value indicating the QoS satisfaction of
the evaluated SAS system.
• This research deliberately discussed the uniqueness and necessity of conducting system-
level load and stress testing on an SAS system for QoS evaluation.
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• This work surveyed the current case studies for SAS research, and discussed what
characteristics a good case study should have for SAS research. It selected a service-
oriented VoIP platform as the case study, extracted its architecture, and re-engineered
it into an SAS system. Compared with most SAS case studies implemented in existing
research projects, this SAS system has the following merits: i) it is substantially larger
and more practical, ii) it has a considerably large number of meaningful adaptation
scenarios with diverse sensors and effectors, and iii) it is flexible and easy to configure,
so that new adaptation mechanisms can be added with minimum effort.
• A set of empirical experiments was conducted to validate the feasibility of the pro-
posed evaluation process in practical use. In the experiments, we adopted the pro-
posed process for evaluating three different adaptation mechanisms on the developed
self-adaptive VoIP platform.
In conclusion, we argue the validity and reliability of the evaluation process. Further-
more, due to its flexibility, other researchers and practitioners may easily adopt the process
in their own work with a relatively low cost.
6.2 Future Work
The proposed evaluation process is a general approach with great extensibility. There are
numerous ways to enhance this research. Several potential directions for future work are
listed below:
• To Implement a Generic Evaluation Process: Currently, the evaluation process
only focuses on mission-critical systems. One possible future research direction is
developing a more general process, which can also be used to evaluate safety-critical
systems. To this end, we may need to re-design or re-define the ARs, testing process,
and utility functions for safety-critical SAS systems.
• To Incorporate Other Types of System-Level Testing: We argued the suit-
ability of conducting load and stress testing for collecting runtime QoS data related
to performance, reliability and availability. Yet, load and stress testing is not ap-
propriate for evaluating the system’s usability and security. In the future, we may
include other types of system-level testing (e.g., usability and security testing) into
the current process.
• To Incorporate Cost Metrics: This work only takes QoS improvement into ac-
count, but does not consider cost. However, in reality, “Benefit/Cost” (or “Cost-
Effectiveness”) is important in the evaluation of enterprise systems. Including cost
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metrics into the process is a promising extension of this work. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.4, potential cost metrics are “cost of conversion”, “extra overhead”, and
“cost of maintenance”.
• To Implement an Evaluation Framework: We may implement an evaluation
framework for adaptation mechanisms based on the proposed evaluation process. In
addition to the current VoIP platform, some more case study systems can be added
to the project. Such a framework should be able to evaluate the effectiveness of most
rule-based, goal-based, and utility-based adaptation mechanisms.
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Appendix A
Adaptive Actions for CC2
• Blocking
– ac1: Completely block any service requests from bronze users.
– ac2: Completely block any service requests from silver users.
– ac3: Completely block any service requests from gold users.
– ac4: Counter-action for ac1.
– ac5: Counter-action for ac2.
– ac6: Counter-action for ac3.
• Forwarding
– ac7: Not allow bronze users’ calls to be forwarded.
– ac8: Not allow silver users’ calls to be forwarded.
– ac9: Not allow gold users’ calls to be forwarded.
– ac10: Counter-action for ac7.
– ac11: Counter-action for ac8.
– ac12: Counter-action for ac9 .
• VoiceMail
– ac13: Change the max recording time of bronze users.
– ac14: Change the max recording time of silver users.
– ac15: Change the max recording time of gold users.
– ac16: Not allow bronze users to access voicemail service.
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– ac17: Not allow silver users to access voicemail service.
– ac18: Not allow gold users to access voicemail service.
– ac19: Counter-action for ac13.
– ac20: Counter-action for ac14.
– ac21: Counter-action for ac15.
– ac22: Counter-action for ac16.
– ac23: Counter-action for ac17.
– ac24: Counter-action for ac18.
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Appendix B
Goals, Weights and Preferences for
CC2
• General
– g1: Protect from crashing ac1  ac2  ac3 (p1 = 300)
• Gold
– g2: Max Throughput of Basic calls ac16  ac7  ac13  ac17  ac8  ac14 
ac18  ac9  ac15 (p2 = 18)
– g3: Max Throughput of Voicemail service ac13  ac7  ac14  ac8  ac15  ac9
(p3 = 16)
– g4: Min Response time of Basic calls ac16  ac7  ac13  ac17  ac8  ac14 
ac18  ac9  ac15  ac3 (p4 = 32)
– g5: Min Response time of Forwarding service ac16  ac13  ac7  ac17  ac14 
ac8  ac18  ac15  ac9 (p5 = 14)
– g6: Min Response time of Voicemail service ac13  ac7  ac16  ac14  ac8 
ac17  ac15  ac9  ac18 (p6 = 18)
– g7: Max Length of Voicemail Recording time ac22 (p7 = 10)
– g8: Max Basic calls availability ac6 (p8 = 54)
– g9: Max Forwarding service availability ac12 (p9 = 14)
– g10: Max Voicemail service availability ac25 (p10 = 20)
• Silver
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– g11: Max Throughput of Basic calls ac16  ac7  ac13  ac17  ac8  ac14
(p11 = 14)
– g12: Max Throughput of Voicemail service ac13  ac7  ac14  ac8 (p12 = 12)
– g13: g10: Min Response time of Basic calls ac16  ac7  ac13  ac17  ac8  ac14
(p13 = 24)
– g14: Min Response time of Forwarding service ac16  ac13  ac7  ac17 
ac14  ac8 (p14 = 11)
– g15: Min Response time of Voicemail service ac13  ac7  ac16  ac14  ac8 
ac17 (p15 = 14)
– g16: Max Length of Voicemail Recording time ac21 (p16 = 8)
– g17: Max Basic calls availability ac5 (p17 = 41)
– g18: Max Forwarding service availability ac11 (p18 = 11)
– g19: Max Voicemail service availability ac24 (p19 = 15)
• Bronze
– g20: Max Throughput of Basic calls ac16  ac7  ac13 (p20 = 9)
– g21: Max Throughput of Voicemail service ac13  ac7 (p21 = 8)
– g22: Min Response time of Basic calls ac16  ac7  ac13 (p22 = 16)
– g23: Min Response time of Forwarding service ac16  ac13  ac7 (p23 = 7)
– g24: Min Response time of Voicemail service ac13  ac7  ac16 (p24 = 9)
– g25: Max Length of Voicemail Recording time ac20 (p25 = 5)
– g26: Max Basic calls availability ac4 (p26 = 27)
– g27: Max Forwarding service availability ac10 (p27 = 7)
– g28: Max Voicemail service availability ac23 (p28 = 10)
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